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Abstract
The sales forecasting process for China sourced lamps is linked to a situation of unbalanced
supply and demand. The current manualjudgmental sales forecasting process is supported with
statistica} forecasting and it appears that an objective combination of judgment and statistics
provides the best results. Tuis solution is further detailed out in an organizational design
including some system-wise recommendations.
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Preface
The master thesis is the final part of the study at the Technical University in Eindhoven. Tuis
report provides the result of a study performed in Philips Lighting, Lamps Europe in the BU
Consumer Lamps.

During the initia} stages I had several discussions with various people in Philips to find a project/
problem that was not already addressed and worked out, but required significant work and
intellectual challenge, while at the same time having added value for the BUI work in. Together
with my company supervisor we ended up at the problems the sales forecasting process is causing
in the supply chain. After getting the original designer of the current sales forecasting process as a
second company supervisor the project could start.

Of course the result could not have been achieved without the good help of several persons. First
of all I wish to thank my company supervisors Antoon Martens and Heine van der Lende for their
confidence and good discussions during the course of this project. Next to that I wish to thank my
direct colleagues, Rik Riphagen and Johan van der Werf for constructive feedback and support.
Last Philips colleague I wish to thank is Rens van den Nieuwenhof for bis efforts in providing a
critica} review of the first concept report.

Next to that I wish to thank my first TUie supervisor, Fred van Bel for bis flexibility in genera}
and in accepting an assignment outside the scope of Management Accounting, constructive
discussions and positive attitude, which kept me going.

Last but not least I thank my second TU/e supervisor, Henny van Ooijen for bis critica} but
correct remarks after reviewing the two concept versions of the thesis. It took me quite some time
to make all the adjustments, but I' m happy to see how it worked out.

Jeroen Versteijnen
Nuenen, May 2007
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Summary
The project is executed at Philips Lamps Europe in the Business Unit of consumer lamps.
Consumer lamps refer to the product groups: Incandescent lamps, Halogen lamps and Energy
Saving lamps.

The initia) problem definition Philips defined is:

Philips Lamps Europefeels to have limited contra! over its European inventories and service
levels ofEnergy Saving and Halogen lamps purchased in China. Management believes the
inventories are toa high and service levels are toa low and that the unreliable salesforecast
causes this unbalance in supply and demand. Reasoning behind this is that poor sa les forecasts
lead to increased inventory due to purchasing of the wrong mix, leading to out-of-stocks and
non/slow moving inventory, which leads to poor service pe,formance towards customers, leading
to costly actions to limit the duration of the out-of-stocks by airfreighting goods to Europe and
repacking / re-stamping lamps.

Philips Lamps Europe defined the following initia) assignment:

Improve the accuracv of the sa les forecast to reduce the unbalance in supply and demand, hence
increase service level and reduce ad-hoc corrective actions.

The unbalanced supply and demand situation has been checked and it could be concluded that the
sales forecast inaccuracy correlates with the service performance related to these products. A
further analysis into the forecast inaccuracy leads to the final problem definition and assignment.

The final assignment is revised in cooperation with the Philips and TUie supervisors to:
•

Investigate which changes are needed in the forecasting tool and process to improve the
accuracy of the sa les forecast

■

Describe which changes are needed in organization to best support the sa/es forecasting
process

V

Scope
The scope is defined to the sales forecasting process of all China sourced Halogen and Energy
saving lamps. The below figure provides a graphical
representation of the process scope. Tuis includes the
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Methodology
The methodology along which this research is executed follows the model of Verschoren and
Doorewaard (2000). The diagnostic research focuses at disentangling the problem areas and
categorizing them according to literature. The design oriented research focuses at creating a
design to solve the key issues analyzed in the diagnostic phase. The change-oriented research
finally focuses at defining evaluation criteria and evaluating several design options in scenarios,
leading to improvements, implementation consequences and conclusions. Research questions that
follow from this model are:

•

How is the current sales forecast established?

•

What is the performance of the current sales forecast?
•

How does that relate to benchmarks?

•

How does this affect the performance of the China anchored supply chain?

•

What performance measures are in operation to evaluate the current sales forecast?

•

What are the (main) reasons for the inaccuracy of the sales forecast?

•

What potential actions can resolve (part-of) the main reasons for inaccurate sales forecasts ?

•

What design of actions leads to the best sales forecast?

•

How can the current performance be evaluated against the design options' performance?

vi
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Main problem areas
The main problems with the current sales forecasting process are listed below:
•

Manual Bottom-up forecasting in combination with a culture of second guessing where
everybody has superior opinion about the figures resulting in multiple simultaneously active
forecasts
•

•

No record kept of market drivers that were basis for forecast

A vailable tools are completely dependent on manual inputs and use questionable procedures
in case simplification features are used (auto mix and seasonal %)

•

Sales forecast does not result in useful information for the ones making the plan which limits
(toa certain extent) ownership and involvement in a sales organization

•

Service level performance for Hal ogen and CFL-I structurally be low target resulting in
penalties

•

Sales forecasters have to structurally analyze large amounts of data and make manual
predictions of future demand

•

Many handovers in the process with no structured feedback

•

Unable to capture real demand as several events cloud the perception
•

1

Scarcities, campaigns, promotions

Solution direction
The forecasting method (manual bottom-up judgmental) is defined as a key problem area that
interrelates to various other identified problem areas. The solution direction is a search for a new
forecasting methodology. Reasoning behind the choice for this area:
•

Manual forecasting of a large portfolio is too much for people to handle. People tend to use
simple mental heuristics to cope with this. Next to that people plans tend to suffer from biases
such as anchoring, double counting and optimism

•

Tooling to support the process is inadequate and a new forecasting method would force to reevaluate the system setup

•

Due to the manual character of forecasting it is easy for upstream people to second-guess the
forecast and change it.

Following the selection tree for forecasting methodology the proposed way to solve the key
problem areas is a combination of judgment and statistics. The proposed combination method is
by means of mathematica} weighing.

vii
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Design
The design stage focuses on creating a standard model to perform the data analysis, which forms
the basis of deciding on the weighing of j udgment and statistics. Tuis is visualized in be low
figure.
Portfolio matrix
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Tuis decision support model is used in the evaluation of scenarios based on three error measures
(MAPE, MAE and MASE). The products of Halogen and CFL-I are categorized according to the
matrix and a seasonal linear regression forecast is executed using out-of-sample testing.
Four scenarios are tested: 1) Currentjudgmental forecast, 2) Top down versus bottom-up
statistica} forecasting , 3) Channel level versus top down forecasting, 4) Statistical and combined
forecasting versus judgmental forecasting , 5) Sensitivity analysis

Result
■

Top down forecasting is preferred over bottom up forecasting

■

Forecasting on top down sales organization - channel level is preferred over top down
forecasting

■

The combination of statistica} and judgmental forecast leads to the following improvement of
error measures
■

The MASE indicates a 21 % improvement for CFL-I and a 17% improvement for
Halogen;

■

MAE shows 15% less absolute error for CFL-I and 27% for Halogen;

■

The MAPE improves with 35% for CFL-1 and 14% for Halogen.

These improvements are regarded as significant and have its positive effects on (safety) stock
levels, hence the working capitals tied-up in inventories related to this Buy for Resale flow. The
table below provides an overview of working capitals tied up in safety stocks for the judgmental
and the combined forecasts. With a W ACC of 9% the annual saving would be 260 KEur.
viii
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Next to that a potential reduction of actions to fly-in goods to cope with unplanned demand
swings and reduction of obsolete inventory are likely to occur.
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Implementation

Several implementation consequences of combining statistica] and judgmental forecasts are
provided below:
■

Responsible person(s) / organization needed to take ownership for creating the statistica]
forecasts. Organizing by supply group is expected to provide the best result. With positioning
this new role on the supply group side and making sure that the people assigned to these roles
are considered "expert forecasters" the culture of second-guessing should be abandoned.

•

The system design should be adjusted to allow for combined statistica] and judgmental
forecasting and should start with separating incidental sales from base level sales. Clean data
is expected to result in a further 20% improvement potential.

■

The way of creating the judgmental forecast should be adjusted to allow for more input from
key account managers.

1

Conclusions and recommendations
•

Usage of the decision support portfolio matrix structures the data analysis and guides the
combination process, hence adds value to overall accuracy

■

Usage of statistics to allow combining with judgmental input provides significant added value
to the sales forecasting process

•

Copy the approach to other product ranges in Philips Lamps Europe

•

Keeping history clean of incidental sales as a result of campaigns and promotions is strongly
advised

■

Improvement of the judgmental input should yield considerable results for the products in the
introductory stage of the life cycle.

Jeroen Versteijnen
May27 th 2007
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CHAPTER 1: Company description and problem analysis
1.1 Introduction
Tuis chapter will provide an overview of the organization where this study has been performed.
The first part of this chapter starts with a company description in which the history and Philips
Global are described, from where it focuses on Lighting and next on the Business Group (BG)
Lamps Europe. In this part some attention will be put on the various sales channels in relation to
the Business Unit (BU) structure and it finishes with a geographic overview of sales volume. The
second part goes one step deeper into the China supply chain, evaluates the current performance
of the sales forecasting process and establishes the link between forecasting inaccuracy and
supply and demand unbalance.

1.2 Company description (Source: Philips intranet)
The foundations for what was to become one of the world's biggest electronics companies were
laid in Eindhoven, the Netherlands, in 1891. Philips began by making carbon-filament lamps and,
by the turn of the century, was one of the largest producers in Europe. As developments in new
lighting technologies fueled a steady program of expansion, in 1914 it established a research
laboratory to study physical and chemica) phenomena and stimulate product innovation. In 1918,
it introduced a medica! X-ray tube. Tuis marked the beginning of the diversification of its product

range and the moment when it began to protect its innovations with patents in areas stretching
from X-ray radiation to radio reception. Today Philips belongs to the largest electronic giants in
the field of lighting technology, medica! equipment, sub-assemblies, electronic appliances as well
as professional lighting equipment and systems.

1.2.1 Philips Lighting
Figure 1 below shows that Royal Philips Electronics N.V. currently consists of several product
divisions (PD). One of these divisions is
the Philips Lighting division. The Philips
Lighting division consists of five different
Business Groups (BG' s), namely Lamps,
Lurninaires, Lighting Electronics,

PDConsumer
Electro ni cs

BG

BG

Luminai res

Automolive

Automotive and Special Lighting.
Figure 1: Organizational structure Royal

Philips
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The BG Lamps accounts for approximately 50% of the annual Lighting sales turnover and is
market leader in Europe, Latin America and Asia. lts main competitors are Genera! Electric
(USA) and Osram (Germany). The BG Lamps is regionally organized with several organizational
units: Europe, USA, Latin America and Asia Pacific Other regions are shared organizations with
other BGs / PDs. The BG Lamps Europe organization is where this study is performed in.

1.2.2 Philips Lamps Europe
The Lamps Europe organization is divided into multiple Business Units (BU). Two main ones are
known as the BU Consumer and the BU Professional. These BV's both are organized in supply
groups and (a) market group(s). The supply side is taking care of manufacturing and distribution
of lamps, while the market side encompasses the marketing and sales of these products.

The products are categorized into five different
Supply / Product groups depicted to the left.

GLS

Halogen

CFL-i

TL

lilD

Figure 2: Supply / Product groups

1.2.2.1 BU Consumer
The BU consumer consists of one market group to serve the retail channel and bas three supply
groups allocated to it. These supply groups are organized along the product axis and represent the
products most commonly sold in the retail channel. W alking along a random retailer' racks will
show mainly normal incandescent lamps (GLS), energy saving lamps (CFL-I) and halogen lamps
and therefore these supply groups are allocated to the BU consumer. Tuis does not meao that the
lamps of these supply groups are not sold in the professional or OEM channels.

The Market Group Consumer
In the last few years it can be noted that within the retail market the retailers become larger
(hence more powerful) and more professional. On top of that is the fact that within the retailer
shop the lamps portfolio is just a very small one that bas relatively small values and margins.
Viewed from the retailers ' perspective this portfolio/ market (Oligopoly: two main competitors;
Osram and GE) can therefore be positioned in the Kraljic purchasing matrix as "routine/
bottleneck". In the current business environment these types of portfolios typically are subject to
tender cycles.

TU/ e
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Philips Lighting BU Consumer Lamps Europe (short: BUCLE) is therefore periodically faced
with tenders and must deliver on commitments in the in-between periods to have a shot at
winning the tender next time. New upcoming tenders where a competitor is the current supplier is
basically the only way to increase the market share for the existing portfolio. Tuis market
development bas resulted in the need to put more emphasis on managing the specific customer
compared to managing a group of similar customers (retailers). As a consequence of that, (key-)
account management and several processes and reporting facilities related to the customer have
been set up.

Some characteristics of this market can be summarized as follows: large accounts with small
focus on lighting, wide portfolio, single sourcing with periodical tenders, focus on costs and
delivery reliability, penalties for non-performance

1.2.2.2 BV Professional
Tuis BU consists of two market groups (detailed-out below), which subsequently serve the
professional channel and the Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM) channel. Professional
customers are installers, wholesalers, etc. OEM customers are refrigerator or oven manufacturers,
greenhouse manufacturers, Luminair manufacturers, etc. The lamps sold in these channels are
mainly Tubulars (TL) and High Intensity Discharge (HID) lamps. There are some TL' s that are
sold via the retail channel in consumer packing, but the majority is sold via these other two
channels.

The Market Group Professional
These customers can and do source at various (lighting) suppliers. Order winning in this market is
achieved for a large part through sales reps frequently visiting customers. Some characteristics
are: wide portfolio, multi sourcing (also simultaneously ordering at Philips competitors), partly
project oriented, focus on quality and costs.

The Market Group OEM
These are producers that use Philips Lighting products in their products. Some characteristics of
this channel are: small portfolio, single or multi sourcing, large part project oriented, focus on
quality and service, sometimes penalties for non-performance.

TU/ e
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An overview of sales volume per supply group by market group is provided below:
arket Group

ofessional

177,4

1,466,2

Table 1 Sales volume break-down of BG Lamps in 2005 (in mln. pieces); Source: SAP

Looking at the geographic split of sales it is
visible in figure 3 to the right that the Western
European countries make up approximately 820
MPcs annually compared to the 1.400 MPcs of
the total. The reason for that is the fact that most
(international) key accounts are located in the
Western part of Europe.

Figure 3: total annual sales quantity Lamps
Europe split per region, source SAP BW

The next chapter will describe the problems the BG lamps organisation in Europe is currently
faced with, leading to the assignment for this research.
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CHAPTER 2: Assignment
2.1 Introduction
Tuis chapter focuses on the process of arriving at the final assignment that will be the subject for
the remainder of this thesis. First the problem and dynamics will be explained leading to an initial
problem definition and assignment. Tuis is followed by a scoping and further analysis of the
problem leading to the final problem description and assignment.

2.2 Initial problem definition
Due to cost pressure from Far-East countries in the Energy saving and Halogen lamp groups,
Philips was forced some time ago to move part of their production volume for the European
market to China. Where formerly the lead-times between order and delivery where between 10
and 15 days, the Chinese flow has lead-times ranging from 70 to 95 days. All factories in China
are third party suppliers to Philips.

The European customers of these common-type Energy Saving and Halogen lamps are mainly
retailers and thus typically demand high service levels and flexibility. The retail customers see
lamps as routine products and these types of products are subject to periodical tender cycles. Tuis
means that non-performance in serving a retail customer can lead to loss of the contract, and
hence loss of turnover, occupancy in factories, etc. Primary focus therefore is to service the
customers with at least 97% reliability, which has its effects on inventory levels, obsolescence
risk, etc.

In tender cycles Philips competes with other giants in the lighting business (Osram/GE) to (re-)
gain a contract and this tends to dirninish margins. Therefore the management of Philips needs to
constantly look for opportunities to reduce costs and increase margins to enable a better position
in the upcoming tenders. Tuis leads to the well-known area of tension between costs to serve and
service level.

One way for management to control costs is to stimulate the supply chain community to reduce
inventories. Tuis includes top-down target setting from top-level management. The supply chain
community is therefore looking at the various ways to reduce or limit the inventory level related
to the Chinese supply chain, while at the same time looking at ways to stabilize or increase the
service levels.
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Therefore various projects have been defined and are partly executed to limit inventories and
increase service levels, which are:

•

Lead-time (variance) reduction by supplying from China directly to the Distribution Centers
without moving through Quality Control in Pila;
•

•

Build quality assurance competencies in China;

Postponement of making the lamps customer specific (i.e. delay moment of stamping and
packing the lamps);

•

Education and sealing-up suppliers in China to produce at higher output levels to obtain
higher volume and mix flexibility.

■

Monitoring and education of suppliers in China to deliver on time

One aspect; the (reliability of the) sales forecast, is not yet covered in these projects, which is the
basis for the purchasing decision in China. Philips believes this is causing an unbalance between
supply from China and real demand of retailers. On average the targeted inventory levels on hand
(in Europe) are at 2 months of future demand and frequent purchasing in China is done based on
the latest sales forecast. Still Philips faces a too low service performance (around 80% for Energy
Savers

1
)

to the retail customers and frequent actions to airfreight goods from China to Europe.

Total costs of airfreight in 2007 year to date are approximately 800.000 Euro. One could argue
that the solution to this problem is as easy as storing significant additional volumes in Europe
covering the whole range of China sourced lamps. Tuis is not done because that significantly
increases the potential obsolete risk as a result of portfolio dynamics, consumes significantly
more working capita! influencing cash flow and so negatively influences the cost competitive
position in the market.

The initial problem definition therefore is:
Philips Lamps Europe feels to have limited contra! over its European inventories and service
levels of Energy Saving and Ha Logen lamps purchased in China. Management believes the
inventories are toa high and service levels are toa low and that the unreliable salesforecast
causes this unbalance in supply and demand. Reasoning behind this is that poor sa les forecasts
lead to increased inventory due to additional safety stock and/or purchasing of the wrong mix,
leading to out-of-stocks and non/slow moving inventory, which leads to poor service performance

1

In tender contracts the required service level by the retailer is 97%
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towards customers, leading to costly actions to limit the duration of the out-of-stocks by air
freighting goods to Europe and repacking / re-stamping lamps.

Philips Lamps Europe defined the following initia! assignment:
Impro ve the accuraCY of the sa les forecast with as a possible effect the reduction of the unbalance
in supply and demand, increased service level and reduced casts for ad-hoc corrective actions.

The initia! assignment needs to be validated by exploring the described problem definition. The
next paragraph therefore provides explanations and results of the (key) performance measures
Philips uses to measure its China supply chain, which should confirm the initia] assignment.

2.2.1 Philips Supply Chain performance indicators and results
Tuis paragraph will provide an overview of those indicators that are linked to sales forecasting.
These indicators are: 1) sales forecasting accuracy, 2) service level developments, and 3)
inventory developments.

2.2.1 .1 Salesforecasting accuracy
The accuracy of the sales forecast in Philips Lamps Europe is calculated mainly by computing the
Absolute Error and the Absolute Percent Error at various aggregation levels. The two measures
are captured in below two formulas:

AE =iRealSales- PlanSale~

APE= - A_E_
RealSales

The means of both measures can therefore also be calculated to evaluate volume and mix
accuracy at various aggregation levels. Volume accuracy is defined as the accuracy of the
aggregated forecasted volume compared to the aggregated real demand. Mix accuracy is defined
as the accuracy of forecasting the correct sales volume on the disaggregate product level.

Product A
Pro duct 8
Pro duct C

Aggregation level (e.9. sa les or-gani zation

APE
APE
APE
APE
APE
MAPE mi x

Aggregati on level rea l sal es
Aggregation level forecast sales

Oty sol d
Oty sol d
Oty sold
Oty planned Oty planned Qty planned

Pro duct N

APE aggregated sales vs forecast

1

APE vol

APE
APE

APE vol

APE

APE vol

APE

APE

MAPE oroduct 1

Qty sol d
Q1y planned
APE vol

MAPE v olume !

Figure 2.1: options to calculate Mean values of sales forecast accuracy at various levels for APE
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The mix accuracy can be found in the blue outlined box in figure 2.1; while volume accuracy at a
certain aggregation level is found in the green outlined box. The red outlined box provides the
MAPE on product level for a specified period that is input to the safety stock calculations.

The bases for the sales forecast accuracy calculation related to the China Sourced lamps are the
plans created in month T-4 for month T (e.g. forecast made in January for May sales volume) as
that is the plan where the procurement decision is based upon. The volume accuracy (green box
in figure 2.1) at the aggregate levels of CFL-1 and Halogen are displayed in figure 2.2
APE and MAPE for China s oureed CFL..f and Halogen
of plan m.1de in T -4 for T

120%-.--------------------------100% -1----- -- - -- - --+'f - -80%

+--- --

Jan-06

- - - -- --E,l--

Feb-06

Mar-06

Apr-06

May-06

Jim-06

--------------,

-11/f-- - - - - - - - - - - ---1

Jul-06

Aug-06

Sep-06

Oct-06

Nov-06

Dec-06

MAPE

2006
Monlhs

AE and MAE for Chln.1 so ureed CFL--1 ,m d Halogen

of plan mad• in T-4 fo r T

3,500,000-,,------------------------3,000,000

+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----1

2,500,000

+ - - - - - - - - - - • -->--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - <
IIAE CFL- 1
■ AE

Jan-06

Feb-06

hl a1-06

Apr-06

May,-06

Jun-00

Jul-06

Aug-06

Sep-05

Oct-06

NoY-06

Dec-06

Halogen

MAE
2006

Months

Figure 2.2: volume accuracy in APE and AE for CFL-1 and Halogen in 2006

Volume accuracy MAPE is targeted at 10% and it can be concluded that both for Halogen and
CFL-1 the target is seldom met.
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The MAPE and MAE of the mix ( blue box in figure 2.1) are best displa yed in a table as the
MAPE values for CFL-I show high values, which trouble a good view at the mix inaccuracy of
Halogen. Table 2.1 provides the overview for the mix accuracy at the aggregation level of CFL-I
and Halogen.

1

Data
IMAPE
IMAPE
MAPE
MAPE
MAPE
MAPE
MAPE
MAPE
MAPE
MAPE
MAPE
IMAPE

BU (md)

... CFL-I
Jan06
Feb06
Mat06
Apt06
May06
Jun06
Jul06
Aug06
Sep06
Oct06
Nov06
Dec06

..-1

89%
127%
107%
395 %
425%
1190%
1108%
807%
966%
2901%
1318%
3350%

IHALOGEN
65%
78%
83%
60%
' 82%
142%
83%
126%
121 %
135%
369%
234%

Data
MAE
MAE
MAE
MAE
MAE
MAE
MAE
MAE
MAE
MAE
MAE
MAE

BU (md) ..- j
IHALOGEN
4,494
4,397
4,095
2,926
3,333
2,685
5,441
2,395
2,178
2,503
3,001
2,371
2,586
2,161
3,207
2,413
5,901
3,431
7,096
3,737
6,672
3,604
3,620
5,872

... CFL-I
Jan06
Feb06
Mat06
Apt06
May06
Jun06
Jul06
Aug06
Sep06
Oct06
Nov06
Dec06

Table 2.2: mix inaccuracy of plan made in month T-4 for month T related to CFL-1 and Halogen

The MAPE mix inaccuracy measure is targeted at 45% (i.e. on product level the volume
inaccuracy should be less than or equal to the target), and it can be concluded from table 2.2 that
both for CFL-I and Halogen the target is not met in 2006. The average mix errors for CFL-I range
from 89% to 3350% and Halogen errors range from 60% to 369%. Mentzer & Cox (1984)
defined a benchmark of 20% for sales forecasting mix accuracy at the individual product level.

2.2.1.2 Service level performance
The service level performance measure to customers of Philips Lamps Europe is separated in two
basic parts: 1) product availability and 2) sales order processing speed. The first indicator is the
responsibility of the factories and IBLC organizations whereas the second indicator is the
responsibility of the sales organizations and the RDC' s. The part that is linked to the sales
forecasting accuracy is the product availability measure, which calculates the total number of
order lines that are fulfilled directly from the available inventory divided by the total number of
order lines received.

The measure is called "CRDD" which stands for "Customer Requested Delivery Date" .
The Target for CRDD is 97% and is reflected in the various tender contracts Philips bas with its
customers. Not delivering according to the agreed CRDD results in penalties for lost sales.
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Figure 2.3 provides an overview of CRDD performance related to product availability for CFL-1
and Halogen China sourced products in 2006.
Product availability CRDD % CFL-1 and Halogen
100.0
98.0
96.0
94.0

.Q
Q

a:

92.0

•I

90.0

-+- CRDD % CF L-I
- - CRDD % HALOOEN

I

u

880

Target CRDD %

•

86.0
84.0

82.0

80.0

+ - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - <

+---------------~----- ----Jan-06

Feb-06

Mar-06

Ap r-06

Mav-06

Jun-06

Jul-06

Aug-06

Sep-06

Oct- 06

Nov-06

Dec- 06

month

Figure 2.3: CRDD performance 2006 for China sourced CFL-1 and Halogen products

The graph displays that CFL-1 did not meet the target in whole 2006 whereas Halogen scores 5
out of 12 months at or above the target. It is not exactly clear how much penalties were paid to
customers in 2006, but according to the Retail Sales director the penalties in the second half of
2006 were at least Eur 50.000 each month.

2.2.1.3 Inventory development
Inventories in Philips Lamps Europe are not available at lower aggregation levels than the supply
group (e.g. Halogen) level. Tuis means that it is not possible to get the inventory level for the
total China flow only. Therefore figure 2.4 displays the total inventory level related to Halogen
and CFL-1. For Halogen this includes the inventories of European factories in Aachen, Pabianice
and Pont-a-Mousson. For CFL-1 this includes the inventories of the Pila factory.

Two basic ways are available to look at inventories: 1) absolute value and 2) inventory turns
based on turnover. Inventory turns are calculated by dividing the turnover by the absolute
inventory value. Both measures are displayed in figure 2.4.
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lnventary develapment CFL-1 and Halagen 2006
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Figure 2.4: Inventories 2006 Halogen and CFL-1 in absolute value and in turns

The actual (real) inventory values are displayed on the left axis, whereas turns refer to the right
axis. Clearly visible from above figure is that CFL-1 inventories started rising significantly (11
million in three months) from June onwards. According to the interviews this was directly related
to the inaccuracy of the sales forecast at the volume level (see figure 2.2)

2.2.1.5 Unbalance in supply and demand
Appendix 2 describes an analysis into the presence of an unbalance in supply and demand for the
China sourced products. Investigation into the problem area results in the conclusion that that
volume wise, on the highest aggregation levels; the plan for Energy saving lamps reports a 31 %
error (MAPE), while Halogen lamps report a 15% error. The mix planning for the ten biggest
CFL-1 products yielded worrisome results with significant errors of up to 30.000%. The ten
biggest Halogen lamps seem to be more predictable than CFL-1 with errors on several products
below the benchmark of 20% defined by Mentzer & Cox (1984).

The other aspect tested in appendix 2 is the sensitivity of the planning accuracy in case the leadtime from China to Europe reduces as a result of the running projects. Results show that even
with only one month lead-time the sales forecast is still substantially flawed that supply and
demand will be unbalanced if no other factors are disturbing the supply or demand.
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Comparing the sales planning inaccuracy with the service level performance results leads to
concluding that the correlation between the two indicators for CFL-I and Halogen amount to 42%
and 29% respectively. Tuis correlation is not be perfect due to various identified disturbing
factors such as: Supply lead-time variation, Supply quantity variation, and genera! pressure on
inventory levels / working capital reduction. Running projects covers the first two disturbing
factors and the latter factor is related to the (healthy) area of tension between management and the
supply chain community.

In genera} the conclusion from this first analysis is that Philips does have a problem with the sales
forecast inaccuracy, this problem correlates with the service level performance and no project is
running to address the problem.

2.3 Scoping
Based on above initial problem description, assignment, and initial analysis of performance the
first period of the graduation assignment focused at understanding the ways of working and
dynamics of the sales forecasting process through several interviews. Next to that several analysis
are performed to see the cause and effects of the described problems (see appendix 1 fora case
study and appendix 2 for the overall analysis of demand and supply unbalance). The interviews
and analysis reveal that various politica! forces also play a role in sales forecasting process, as
various people involved in the process and also outside the process tend to have different and
sometimes conflicting incentives. Tuis is described in appendix 3. Based on paragraph 2.2 in
combination with the deeper analysis in the appendices the scope is hereby limited to the sales
forecasting process.

Tuis scope is set in close communication between the company supervisor and the first TUie
supervisor and focuses on the sales forecast made specific for all Chinese sourced Energy saving
and Halogen lamps. Tuis sales forecast is created in the sales organizations and is then used (as a
basis) further upstream in the supply chain to base inventory and procurement decisions upon.
See figure 2.5 for a graphical representation of the scope within the general supply chain setup
related to China sourced European lamps.
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The CSG (China Sourcing Group) is a Philips

Scope

organization located in Shanghai and takes care

Sales Organization

for collection of the plans and purchase orders
Forecast
info

from around the world and functions as a
communication hub between the buyer (Europe)

IBLC
organization
(Poland)

Goeds

and the supplier (third party Chinese lamp
Purc hase
order

CSG
organization
(C hina)

manufacturer).

The scope of this thesis is highlighted in the
yellow box and will focus at the creation of the
sales forecast that forms the basis for all
activities upstream.

Figure 2.5: basic supply chain concept

In scope are thus:
■

All activities related to obtaining and processing information leading to the creation of the
sales forecasts up to delivery of the final forecast to the organization in Poland that controls
inventories and purchases (IBLC).

■

Portfolio of Chinese sourced Energy Saving and Halogen lamps

Reasons for choosing this scope are:
■

Energy saving and Halogen lamps form the larger part (80-90%) of China sourced lamps

■

The organizations and processes further upstream use the sales forecast as input, but the sales
organizations create it

The communication and use of the sales forecast throughout the supply chain is out of scope in
that sense that it is not deeply investigated. However to enable full understanding for the reader of
all the inter-linkages and sensitivities the current situation will describe what happens to the sales
forecast once it is created and how it is used throughout the supply chain. Besides that, this thesis
will provide guidelines in organizational setup for use of the sales forecast.
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2.4 Final problem definition
Based on the interviews and data analysis a root-cause analysis (see appendix 4) is done to
investigate the main problem areas that cause an unreliable sales forecast. Tuis has been created
and discussed in close communication with the company supervisors and other problem
stakeholders within Philips. Figure 2.6 displays the summary of the problem analysis.
Streng marketing
in Philips

Weak product
management
Philips

Retailers
demanding lor
private label

Plan is primarily
focused to needs
of factories

____.

Tooling works
based on
judgmental input

-

➔

____. T oo large product

Weak power
posnion Philips towards retailer

Tooling error in
calculations

Planning does not ____.
____. add
value lor them
➔

High service
reliabilny required
to survive in this
busines s

-----

Acc ount
management has
other incentives

''"'i;o

➔

No or limned
involvement of
account
management

~

il_:
~

Tooling to support
FC process is not sunable

Lî
i--------.

Demand
forecaster does
not gel all market
inputs

~
___.

.

U nreliable sales
forecast at Philips
Lamps Europe

Retail business is
faced with many - campaigns , which
are overstated

~

Product ion /
quality problems

i--------.

Product is
unavailable

-

Figure 2.6: problem analysis

Derived from interviews it seems that sales forecasters in the sales organizations struggle with the
huge amount of data to analyze. The current SAP APO tool does not support them well in
creating the best possible forecast and more over it causes errors in the planning of the product
mix. Also management recognizes that the tool is set-up some time ago and it might not be
suitable in the current business environment.

Therefore the topic of tooling to create a better sales forecast for Philips Lamps Europe will be
the subject for the remainder of this thesis. Other topics that will be addressed in less detail are
the involvement of account managers and the way of working around campaigns and promotions.
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With this (root-cause) ana]ysis the fina1 problem definition is equa1 to the initia! one defined by
Philips.

In cooperation with the Philips and TU/e supervisors the fina] assignment is defined as :

•

lnvestigate which changes are needed in the forecasting tool and process to improve the
accuracy of the sa/es forecast

•

Describe which changes are needed in organi~ation to best support the sa/es forecasting
process

2.5 Summary problem definition and assignment
Tuis chapter described the formulation and analysis of the initial problem definition and
assignment to arrive at a final prob]em definition and assignment, which is attuned with Philips
and the TUie. The final assignment is derived from initial data ana1ysis surrounding key
performance measures and supply and demand unbalance as well as a root-cause ana]ysis on the
inaccuracy in sales forecasting. Tuis lead to the following final assignment:

•

lnvestigate which changes are needed in the forecasting tool and process to improve the
accu racy of the sa les fore cast

•

Describe which changes are needed in the organization to best support the sa/es forecasting
process

The next paragraph provides a description of the methodology used to fulfil the fina] assignment.

2.6 Methodology
2.6.1 Research model
Verschoren and Doorewaard (2000) define a five-phase approach to problem solving research : 1)
Problem definition, 2) Diagnoses, 3) Design, 4) Implementation and 5) Evaluation

The analysis of the current situation wil1 include an overview of the supp]y chain control
principles to enable full understanding of this before moving into the details of the sales
forecasting process. In combination with literature this wil1 lead to an overview of the key-issues,
which are expected to have the biggest impact on the accuracy of the current process.
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The identified key-issues will be structured using literature on forecasting principles and
methodologies to arrive at a set of design specifications, which should best support the problem at
hand. Tuis will result in some design options that will be evaluated.

After developing standard criteria for evaluation the design options are tested with Philips data,
which leads to an overview of the potential improvements. After that the organizational and
system-wise implementation of the best option is addressed, which leads to conclusions and
recommendations.

2.6.2 research guestions
The research questions will function as a means to further define the in-between steps in the
research. With the final assignment being clear the research questions follow logically.

Research questions:
•

How is the current sales forecast established?

•

What is the performance of the current sales forecast?
•

How does that relate to benchmarks?

•

How does this affect the performance of the China anchored supply chain?

•

What performance measures are in operation to evaluate the current sales forecast?

•

What are the (main) reasons for the inaccuracy of the sales forecast?

•

What potential actions can resolve (part-of) the main reasons for inaccurate sales forecasts?

•

What design of actions leads to the best sales forecast?

•

How can the current performance be evaluated against the design options' performance?

2.6.3 Summary methodology
Tuis chapter provided the methodology, which will be followed to execute this research. The next
chapter will address the first research question belonging to the diagnostic phase.
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CHAPTER 3: Current situation
3.1 Introduction
In order to understand the full current situation this chapter will start with the wide scope by
providing an overview of the general setup and magnitude of the China anchored supply chain
from a process, control and organisational point of view. Tuis wilJ be followed by amore detailed
explanation of the sales forecasting process, which includes an overview of organisation and
activities done in sales organizations to establish the sales forecast as well as the system setup to
support those activities. The chapter doses with an overview of the key indicators Philips uses to
evaluate the effectiveness of its China supply chain.

3.2 China supply chain
3.2.1 Volume and portfolio developments
The common type CFL-1 and Halogen lamps that are purchased in China are more and more seen
as commodity products, which should be available, anywhere, at any time. Volumes for these
types of lamps have increased significantly in the last few years. Table 3.1 provides an overview
of the annual growth in both volume and number of products.
-

-

-

# Active
BU (md)

12 Sales 2004

-

-

tJ Active

# Active

Sales 2005 Sales 2006 products 2004 products 2005 products 2006

Table 3.1: volume and portfolio developments China sourced Halogen and CFL-1

The volume in CFL-1 has doubled between 2004 and 2006 and the expectation for 2007 is that it
will double again. The 2007 expected sales increase is due to the greater emphasis of
governments and companies on energy efficient lighting.

China sourced Halogen sales have also increased significantly in the last three years. Tuis has to
do with an increasing market for Halogen lamps, but also with the fact that own production in
rd

Europe is being reallocated to 3 party production in the Far East.

The next figure 3.1 will provide an overview of the sales seasonality related to China sourced
Halogen and CFL-I lamps.
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Sales per month 2004-2006 for China sourced Hal ogen and CFL-1 lamps
6000000

-,-~------------=,,..,,..--- --~,--,---=---=---

-+- CFL-1
---- I--IALOGEN

mornhs

Figure 3.1: sales development China sourced Halogen and CFL-1 lamps over period 2005-2006

Clearly visible from Figure 3.1 is that there is a strong seasonal pattern in the sales data. The
seasonal pattern follows the dark and light days in the year. Summer tends to be light and people
do not turn on the lighting in their homes, leading to less replacement sales. October to March is
high season for these lighting products.

3.2.2 Control concept
For these lamps the order-to-stock concept is applied to facilitate customer service. The customer
order decoupling point is located in one of the four Regional Distribution Centres (RDCs) in
Europe. The customer order cycle is therefore short with customers placing orders at the Sales
organizations, which process these and forward thern to the RDC who in their turn perform the
order picking and organize delivery.

The best way to explain the complete workings of how the stock/ chain is controlled is by
starting with a picture followed by an explanation of the important steps. Figure 3.2 provides the
graphical overview.
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Figure 3.2: China supply Chain control concept

The International Buying and Logistic Centre (IBLC) controls European inventories in the RDCs
by ordering replenishments through a China Sourcing Group (CSG) organisation located in
Shanghai. Tuis CSG organisation takes care of the physical ordering, alignment, (quality) con trol,
monitoring and shipping documentation related to that flow. Once goods are ready at the Chinese
supplier the goods are shipped by sea to the harbour of Szeczin in Poland where they are picked
up and transported to Pila, Poland for quality control. After quality approval the goods are
allocated to one of the RDCs and after a short transport can be booked on stock.

The lead-time for China supplies from order to physical delivery in the RDC's in Europe ranges
between 70 and 95 days. The concept chosen can be categorized (based on descriptions in Silver
et al, 1998) as a periodically reviewed Re-Order point system (R, S) that uses the current
inventory and the sales forecast as key-inputs to determine the order-up-to level. The workings of
that system are explained next using figure 3.3 as support.
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Latest sales forecast
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T
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Figure 3.3: supportive figure for purchase order placement explanation

Each month a new sales forecast is created by the sales organizations throughout Europe. The
aggregated sales forecast for Europe total for a specific product is used to see what the future
demands for that product will be. With this, the review interval of the R,S system is one month.
The lead-time ex China is about 90 days so any new purchase order cannot influence the stock in
months T through T +3, therefore these months are seen as a fixed fence. Combined with the
closing stock of month T-1 and the open orders that are scheduled to arrive in months T through
T +3 the projected opening stock of month T +4 is calculated. The decision rule used to determine
the size of the replenishment order is to have two months future demand as closing stock for
month T +4. Tuis is the order-up-to level defined in the R,S system.

The combined calculations for all products related to purchased Energy Sa ving and Halogen
lamps are the goods movement and procurement plan. Physical orders are rounded to pallet or
container quantities and placed in the SAP system. Tuis system is linked to the China Sourcing
Group who receive similar orders from other regions of the world, combine these, and
communicate this to the various suppliers in China.

Visible from figure 3.2 is that also the Supply Chain teamleaders and the Supply Chain manager
play a role in the process. Tuis is more on a tactical and strategie basis, where e.g. the Supply
Chain manager aligns with the CSG on future trends and the necessity to expand capacity in
China related to certain product groups. The teamleaders discuss e.g. projects related to quality
control, delivery accuracy, etc.

Now that the supply chain related to the China Supply Chain is clear in more genera! terms it is
time to look in details to the sales forecasting process. The next paragraph will go into this.
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3.3 Sales forecasting process
The previous paragraph positioned the sales forecast in the supply chain and explained how it is
used to control inventories (stocks) in Europe. Tuis paragraph will go in depth on the sales
forecast by explaining the organizational set-up, the way this forecast is established and the
system set-up to support the process.

3 .3 .1 Organizational set-up
In Europe there are approximately twenty sales organizations that collect the orders for the
customers in the countries they represent. These organizations consist typically of a general
manager, a commercial logistic manager, a controller, account managers, sales reps, sales
forecaster(s), order desk staff and trade marketing staff. Appendix 3 provides an overview of the
roles and incentives related to the sales forecast, which includes, among others, the roles and
incentives for the customer, account manager, sales forecaster and the controller.

The sales forecasting process is a monthly bottom-up 2 process with a rigid timetable, where at
each month closure the sales forecasters in the various European countries analyse the previous
month' reality through a basic data analysis, create a sales forecast for the coming twelve months
based on their knowledge of the future and submit this forecast to the system on the Monday of
the second week of the running month (see appendix 5 and Sa fora detailed description of the
sales forecasting procedures with regard to data collection, processing and reports used). The
creation of this forecast is thus mainly driven by basic analysis techniques and knowledge. The
sales reps, account managers and trade marketing people are expected to provide the market
knowledge. Idea bebind this concept is that the people in each country are closest to the market
and should have the best knowledge for their country/channel developments.

For the bigger countries there is a sales forecaster assigned to each of the three sales channels
(Consumer, Professional, OEM) allowing for sufficient attention towards these channels. In
smaller countries the function of sales forecaster is usually combined for all channels into one
person.

2

Bottom-up: each local organization creates its own sales forecast and the sum of those is the aggregated

sales forecast for Europe
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3.3.2 System set-up
The sales forecasting process has been set-up in a way that each country - sales channel
combination has to create sales forecasts for all the products actively sold there (i.e. bottom-up
forecasting). The plan is created at the finished product level to enable aggregation to factories,
production lines, but also various organizational levels (sales organizations, market groups, etc).
Tuis organizational and product related hierarchy is embedded in the SAP Advanced Planner and
Optimizer (APO) system.

The creation of a bottom-up plan implies that sales forecasters in each country have to forecast all
the products actively sold in their country / channel. The amount of work that brings can be
expressed in the number of products that are active. An average sales forecaster in a random
country has to plan: for the consumer channel: approx 900 products; for the professional channel:
approx 1600 products; for the OEM channel: approx 800 products. For each of those products a
twelve-month ahead plan in monthly buckets is created. For the consumer channel alone that
would imply 900 x 12 = 10.800 individual entries to be made.

The SAP APO tool is set-up in such a way that the manual forecasting of the large amount of
products becomes manageable. Tuis means that some sirnplifications have been made to allow
easy data entry for the sales forecasters. The 'simplification' involves two aspects and a
combination, which will be briefly explained in the next bullet points :

•

Setting seasonal distribution percentages
•

Enables automatic distribution of manually entered annual quantities into monthly
buckets
■

Using this feature means that in the example of the 900 consumer products
the sales forecaster only has to adjust the annual quantities related to those
products bringing the amount of individual entries to be made down from
10.800 to 900.
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•

Automatic mix
•

Enables adjusting a planned sales level at higher levels ( e.g. Article Group) and the
system decomposes automatically to lower levels using the 6-month average historie
demand as the basis. The basic formulas are provided here:
n

Fi1 = Forecast in quantity for product i in period t

= Real demand in quantity for product i in period t
Dei = Real demand in quantity for CAG c in period t

{i = 1,i = 2,... ,i = n}

i =I

t- 1

Fc1 = Forecast in quantity for CAG c in period t
Dii

cag =

Del= LDit

F
1/

IDit
IDct

= 1-1- 16

F
•

et

t- 6

•

Using this feature means that the sales forecaster plans at a higher
aggregation level. Assuming that e.g. the 900 consumer products are
categorized in 10 article groups it would bring the amount of individual
entries down to 10 article groups x 12 months

•

= 120 entries

A mix of both above mentioned features
•

A combination of the seasonal distribution percentages feature with the automatic
mix feature
•

Using a combination brings the total amount of entries for the sales
forecaster back to 10 ( only annual aggregated CAG forecast are input)

Tuis concludes the system set-up description of the sales forecasting process. The following
paragraph will provide overviews of the performance of the China supply chain the using several
key performance indicators that Philips uses.

3.4 Summary
Tuis chapter started with explaining the genera! workings of the China supply chain and
highlighted the procedure for calculating the purchasing need. It then explained the details of the
sales forecasting process in terms of organization and system setup. The organizational part
highlighted incentives and procedures for the sales forecaster to follow. The next chapter will
analyse the current sales forecasting process.
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CHAPTER 4 Analyses
4.1 Introduction
The former chapter described the way the forecast is created within Philips Lighting and the steps
the forecast goes through before being used by a producing party. Tuis chapter will provide a
structured analysis of the forecasting principles, organization and system set-up to arrive at a first
indication of the solution direction.

4.2 Analysis of forecasting principles and organization
Tuis paragraph will be subdivided into three main parts: 1) forecasting methodology, 2) human
aspects of forecasting and aggregation levels of forecasting , which connect the organization and
the principles

4.2.1 Forecasting rnethodology
At describing the forecasting process it can be noted that this process is very much knowledge
driven. Sales forecasters creating a plan based on a basic data analysis after which the base sales
estimate is adjusted for known changes in the environment like promotions, government subsidy
programs, etc. In forecasting terms that type of knowledge is usually referred to as 'domain
knowledge'. Several researchers (Sanders and Ritzman, 2001) indicate that domain knowledge
can be very useful in providing forecasts in highly uncertain situations or situations where historie
data are not present. As Philips bas a data warehouse in SAP storing all sales on the most detailed
level from at least the year 1999 onwards, availability of data should not be a problem. The
market dynamics on the other hand are not so straightforward to prove. Looking at the mature
Lighting market and the fact that Philips bas a more or less fixed amount of customers that are
confronted with a pretty straightforward seasonal pattern (see appendix 6) based on the dark and
light days in the year should at least suggest that there is a stable basis.

Forecasting within Philips Lamps Europe is done using a bottom-up approach as each sales
organization creates its own plan, which is aggregated to other relevant levels. Shearer, 1994
indicates that the top-down3 approach is favored over the bottom-up approach as usually in a
bottom-up approach there is a lot of second-guessing at the aggregate levels.

3

Top-down: a forecast is produced at the aggregate company level and at each individual product/

organisation level, where the sum of the low-level forecast is constrained by the aggregate level forecast
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Tuis leads to top-down adjustments, which are difficult to cascade down into the organizations
leading to multiple sirnultaneously active forecasts . Tuis is exactly what happens in Philips
Lamps Europe, where each sales organization creates a sales forecast and the IBLC planner
aggregates these forecasts and changes it in case he/she feels it is not correct (second guessing).
The "Errors" found on the aggregate levels by the IBLC planner are not communicated or
cascaded down into the sales organizations.

4.2.2 Human aspects of sales forecasting
Goodman 2005 indicates that people tend to use simple mental heuristics to cope with large
amounts of data. Besides that they are subject to a variety of biases such as anchoring, double
counting, and optirnism. Literature does not indicate what exactly is a "large amount of data", but
knowing that an average sales forecaster in a country has approxirnately 1000 time series of
multiple years to review to evaluate this is assumed to classify as a "large amount of data".

4.2.3 Analysis of forecast aggregation level
The sales forecast in Philips lamps Europe has the goal of providing information to the factories
and IBLC organizations about the necessary production / procurement to fulfill future demand.
The interviewees from the sales organizations (account managers and sales forecasters) indicate
that the aggregation level of this forecast is too detailed for them (individual product) and the unit
of measure (quantity) is not in line with the language spoken by customers. The level and unit of
measure spoken with customers limits itself to product groups and value (e.g. customer expects
to sell 4% more Halogen Low voltage Dichroic or an account manager organizes a l00Keuro
promotional deal for selling CFL-1 Genie lamps with customer X). The current detailed level and
unit of measure therefore hampers involvement of the persons with relevant domain knowledge to
the forecasting process.

4.3 Analysis of system set-up
The result from the basic analysis techniques and the market knowledge leads toa new planned
estirnated sales level. The sales forecaster has several options to enter these data into the SAP
APO system:

•

Manual entry of all time series data for all relevant products;

•

Usage of simplification features to limit the amount of data entry to be done.
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All sales forecasters indicate to use the seasonal distribution percentages and most (18 out of 22)
indicate to use the automatic mix feature also to limit their manual data entry work. Both features
will be analyzed below. Tuis will be followed by a short analysis of the reliability of data
currently in the system.

4.3.1 Analysis seasonal distribution percentages
Explaining the difficulty sales forecasters have with the distribution percentage calculation and
how that affects the purchasing decision is explained by using figure 4.1 as a reference.
Proöuct A
Real sales 2005

Figure 4.1: example seasonal distribution percentages

The sales forecaster primarily uses two references when entering the new adjusted year quantity.
1) the overall sales level that was sold last year and bis or her knowledge about the trend and 2)
the market information he/she bas for the coming two or three months. Based on historie trend in
this example the sales forecaster estimated a 2006 sales level of approx 25 .000 pieces (see rows
related to "real sales 2006" and "forecast 2006" ). Manual entering of the 24.300 pieces as the
"new adjusted year quantity", which is multiplied by the distribution percentages ensures that
"real sales 2006" plus "forecast 2006" equals approx 25.000 pieces. The conflict lies in the fact
that knowledge indicates a lot of sales have been done in Jan and Feb and customer outlets are
loaded with goods. The sales forecasters ' estimation for Mar/ Apr/ Jun would therefore not be
the 4.800 (951+1818+2013) that is currently in the plan, but (much) less. Adjusting the year
quantity will however have its impact not only on Mar / Apr / Jun but on all months and this is in
fact not desired, because that conflicts with the 25.000 pieces estimated 2006 sales.

Most sales forecasters however focus at getting the coming months right as their incentive
(bonus) is based on the sales forecast accuracy measure that does not measure beyond month
T +4. The chance therefore exists that sales forecasters choose to adjust the year quantity to reflect
their true estimation for the coming three months, thereby neglecting the fact that purchasing and
agreements in China are based on months T +5 through T + 11. Another simplification embedded
in the SAP APO system is the automatic mix feature. The following paragraph will analyze that.
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4.3.2 Analysis automatic mix feature
The automatic mix feature in SAP APO allows data entry for the sales forecaster at a higher
aggregation level than the product. Tuis limits the data entry work, but do the heuristics executing
the automatic mix calculations perform well? Tuis paragraph performs an analysis based on an
example where five actual products are in an article group and the system performs the heuristics
to determine weight and disaggregating calculations to arrive at the product level forecast. The
unlikely assumption is made that the sales forecaster provides a perfect forecast on the product
group level
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Figure 4.2: Example Automatic mix calculation performed by SAP APO

The proceedings are that first a 6 month moving average FC is calculated (step 1), which forms
the basis of the product group weighting (step 2). The perfect forecast provided by the sales
forecaster (step 3) is multiplied by the weight to arrive at the final mix forecast (step 4). The
perfect forecast at the product group level results in MAPE levels of up to 379%, which leads to
believe that this feature in SAP APO does not really support the forecasting process well.

4.3.3 Data accuracy
The historie data used as a basis for starting the forecasting process contains the quantities sold
via promotions, campaigns and other forms of action-driven sales. Tuis makes data analysis and
providing an objective, unbiased view for the base future sales very difficult. Each sales
forecaster performs the data analysis separately (see appendix 5) and in his/her own way, making
it difficult to compare figures on the aggregated levels.
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Another point related to system setup and data is the fact that the current tools only capture real/
plan sales quantity data. Important market driven information, which was used to create the plan,
is not registered. Tuis makes the barrier for upstream people to change the plan smaller as they
can assume that the data are based on ' nothing' .

4.4 Analysis summary
Domain knowledge combined with basic analysis techniques is the primary basis on which the
current forecasts are created within Philips Lamps Europe. Tuis bas been categorized under
judgmental forecasts , which in its very nature are subjective. Furthermore the bottom-up
approach results in very detailed data input requirements in organizational entities not really
committed to doing so (e.g. involvement of account manager). The tooling supporting this
process uses too simple methodologies that further add to the inaccuracy of the plan.

Furthermore a vast amount of data bas to be manually processed in the sales organizations and it
seems that human beings have mental barriers to structurally handle such vast amounts of data
(time series). Last but not least is the fact that historie demand data is biased with all sorts of
incidental sales. Some (key-) concluding points taken from different sections of the former
chapters are (in hold are the most important points):
•

Sales forecast does not result in useful information for the ones making the plan which limits
(toa certain extent) ownership and involvement in a sales organization

■

Incentives for sales forecasters and account managers do not (always) result in choosing the
best alternative for overall accurate sales forecasts

■

Sales forecasters have to structurally analyze large amounts of data and make manual
predictions of future demand

■

Large amount of (time series) data available in the Philips Lamps Europe systems

■

Many handovers in the process with no structured feedback

■

Bottom-up forecasting in combination with a culture of second guessing where
everybody has superior opinion about the figures resulting in multiple simultaneously active
forecasts
•

•

No record kept of market drivers that were basis for forecast

A vailable tools are completely dependent on manual inputs and use questionable
procedures in case simplification features are used (auto mix and seasonal %)

•

Unable to capture real demand as several events cloud the perception
•
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CHAPTER 5: Solution direction
5.1 Introduction
The former chapter analyzed the critica} points in the sales forecasting process. Tuis chapter will
combine that knowledge to create a solution direction that will be tested in the remainder of this
thesis. The forecasting method (manual bottom-up judgmental) is a key problem area that
interrelates to various other identified problem areas. To find a new forecasting method the
selection tree (source: www.forecastingprinciples.com) for forecasting methods (see figure 5.1) is
introduced. Tuis selection tree will help to find what forecasting method best fits the Philips
Lamps Europe possibilities and requirements. The resulting method(s) are evaluated and choices
are made leading to a revised final assignment. The final paragraph of this chapter will provide
the design specifications.

5.2 selection tree decisions
The selection tree for forecasting is provided in figure 5.1. The following paragraphs will
elaborate on the decisions to move through the tree.
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Figure 5.1: Selection tree for forecasting methods (source: forecastingprinciples.com, 2005)
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Sufficient objective data ?
As suggested in the paragraph: 4.2.1 there is a significant amount of time series data available in
the systems. Tuis means the answer to this question would be "yes", which directs us to the
quantitative methods section of the selection tree.

Good knowledge of relationships ?
The sales forecasters have domain knowledge about their market, but it does not mean that they
have good knowledge and/or knowledge of the causa! relationships of what is driving the sales.
As there are many sales forecasters active in the various countries there is a high probability that
the information on causal relationships is scattered around. Next to that the involvement of
account managers is not optima!, which leads to the answer "No"

Types of data ?
As mentioned in paragraph 4.2.1 there is a vast amount of time series data available in the
systems of Philips Lamps Europe. The answer to this question is : "Time series data"

Good domain knowledge ?
As mentioned there is limited involvement of account managers. Sales forecasters do have
domain knowledge as a result of their experience of forecasting in the market and their
informational talks to account managers. Whether that brings them good domain knowledge is
unclear, as the system procedures do not allow evaluating the domain knowledge properly (no
record kept). Once the information requests would fit the line of thinking in sales organizations
the domain knowledge from account managers would probably be provided sooner, which could
improve the quality. The answer to this question is not very straightforward and therefore the
decision is made to go with "Yes and No".

Conclusion selection tree
Following the selection tree has lead to two potential methods that may add value to the
forecasting process of Philips Lamps Europe:
•

Extrapolation models

•

Rule based forecasting models

These methods will be detailed out further in the next paragraph.
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5.3 Overview selected methods
Tuis paragraph provides a description of the two selected forecasting methods.

5 .3 .1 Extrapolation models
"Extrapolation methods are reliable, objective, inexpensive, quick, and easily automated. As a
result, they are widely used, especially for inventory and production forecasts , for operational
planning for up to two years ahead, and for long-term forecasts in some situations, such as
population forecasting." (www .forecastingprinciples.com).

5.3.2 Rule based forecasting models
Adya, 2001 defines Rule-based forecasting (RBF) as an expert system that uses domain
knowledge to combine forecasts. Key inputs to RBF are domain knowledge from experts about
the characteristics of the time-series and about the causal forces as input to the extrapolation
models (Callopy and Armstrong, 1998). In Adya's research ; four extrapolation methods could be
tailored for applying to a time series, where, based on the features of the time series, RBF
selected and weighted the extrapolation techniques. An example of a rule is: "IF there is a change
in the basic trend THEN add 15% to the weight on random walk AND subtract it from the other
three methods". The selection of features relies heavily on judgment of the forecaster / expert.
Next to that, this method is very expensive and reliability of feature selection rating according to
Adya, 2001 is modest.

5.3.3 Conclusion forecasting method
As the retail market is typically subject to tender cycles and has frequent promotional activity the
best way forward seems to be to combine statistical and judgmental forecasts as the rule based
forecasting method suggests. Several researchers found that judgment and statistics complement
each other in making sales forecasts. Especially domain knowledge adds the most value
according to Sanders and Ritzman (1992). In their 2001 article, Sanders and Ritzman state that:
"Researchers have shown that judgment adjustments of statistica! forecasts lead to greater
improvements in accuracy when the process is structured, rather than ad-hoc." Tuis suggests that
the process for combining the judgmental input with the statistica! input should be well defined.
Rule based forecasting is a structured process to combine domain knowledge with extrapolation
techniques, but according to Adya, 2001 this method heavily relies on judgment to select the
features and is very expensive.
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The description of Rule-based forecasting implies that it is very advanced and looking at where
Philips is coming from (complete manual process) this method seems one bridge too far at this
point in time, which would imply both selected methods are now rejected. The assumption is that
the selection tree intended to provide the idea of structuring a combination of judgmental and
statistica] forecasts and that rule based forecasting is merely a way to do that. A literature review
reveals that there are other structured methods for combining judgmental and statistica] sales
forecast which are Jess complicated and less expensive. These are considered in the next
paragraph.

5.3.4 Other methods for combining judgment and statistics
There are several other ways to integrate statistica] forecasts with judgmental forecasts, which
have been described by Armstrong and Callopy (1998). The choice of integration approach was
found to have a substantial impact on forecast accuracy. They describe some more complex types
of integration (rule-based (as discussed) and econometrie) and some simple ones such as: revising
judgment, revising extrapolations and combining. All methods are described in appendix 6 and as
indicated earlier the complex methods seem one bridge to far for Philips at this point in time.
Armstrong and Callopy conclude that from the simple methods it is best to integrate two
independently created forecasts in an objective way (e.g. combining by averaging) as in the other
methods the judgment tends to be overweighed. By using the current forecast as the judgmental
input this method can be tested in this research. Other methods require the creation of a new
judgmental forecast based on the statistica] inputs, which is not feasible to obtain in this thesis.
The chosen method for this thesis therefore is: combining forecasts.

The design phase of this study will investigate if indeed the combination of statistics and
judgment adds value to the forecasting process and result for China sourced Halogen and Energy
saving lamps. The direction to move to a combination of statistics and judgment is discussed with
the company supervisors and agreed upon. The final assignment can thus be more specified to:

(hold parts reflect additions):
•

lnvestigate which changes are needed in the forecas ting tool and process to improve the
accuracy of the salesforecast
•

lnvestigate in what way a combination of statistics and judgment adds most value
to the safes f orecasting process

•

Describe which changes are needed in th e organization to best support the combined sales
forecasting process
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5.4 Redesign specifications
From the above descriptions and analysis the redesign specifications are described and aligned
with the company supervisor. The key points are summarized below:
•

Aligned with, built on and interrelating with existing SAP platform

•

Creation of statistical forecast to structurally handle the basic data analysis

•

Easy combination of statistics and judgmental forecasts
•

Enable adding useful information on a relevant aggregation level for sales
organizations

•

Following monthly planning cycle

•

Capable to operate 'going' business as well as phase-in and phase-out products

•

Forecast available at all relevant levels of the organization

•

Ensure in organizational design that forecast is aligned in the supply chain

•

Able to separate basic sales from promotional and event sales

5.5 Summary
Based on the problem analysis in the former chapter this chapter started by re-evaluating the
forecasting method using the selection tree. Extrapolation methods and rule based forecasting
methods are selected. With the retail market dynamics the extrapolation models alone are not
expected to provide the best result. Rule-based forecasting methods combine judgment and
statistics in a structured way but tend to be very expensive and complex. Therefore other methods
of structurally combining judgmental and statistica} forecasts are investigated, which yielded the
combined method. Tuis lead to a further specified final assignment and points on redesign
specifications. The next chapter will define the design followed by the scenarios to review and the
measures with which to evaluate performance of the new design.
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CHAPTER 6: Design
6.1 Introduction
Tuis chapter will describe the design of an alternative sales forecasting process that fulfills the
design specifications and improves the forecasting accuracy, with the possible result of reducing
the unbalanced supply and demand situation and the casts involved. To enable proper decisions
for the statistica! forecasting methodology the next paragraph introduces a model for data
analysis. After this, measures will be introduced to evaluate several scenarios with Philips data in
the next chapter to test if the combination of judgment and statistics adds value to the sales
forecasting process and in what way that can best be done.

6.2 Model for data analysis
A first analysis of the product portfolio reveals that there are many products in various stages in
their life cycle, the products have different trend, seasonality and demand variation patterns. A
categorization of data can help a structured forecast methodology selection. The portfolio related
to China sourced Halogen and CFL-I is therefore extensively analyzed, where key overviews are
displayed in this chapter and other overviews are in appendix 7.

The outcome of this analysis is a matrix
Exploratory
data analysis

Historie data
(SAP BW)

Demand patterns
Trend analysis
Variance analysis
Seasonality analysis
lntroduction date
etc

that impacts the choice of the forecasting
methodology.

The matrix defined in figure 6.1 is designed

Exploratory data analysis resuH

after a literature review and combines two

introduction

key drivers in obtaining good forecast

G>

.:;
>,
9

Growth

·=

Mature

accuracy. 1) the stage in the life cycle and

~

.

G>
0>

where products can be categorized in a way

2) the amount of variation in historie
demand. Bath drivers originate from a

in

Decline

review of literature provided in the next
Low

Medium

paragraph.

high

Variation in historie data

Figure 6.1: portfolio matrix to support exploratory data analysis and forecast method selection
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6.2.1 Life-cycle model
Eby and O'Neill (1977) defined a framework based on the product life cycle. They suggest heavy
use of judgment in the introductory stage and a combination with emphasis on judgment of
statistics and judgment in the growth stage. For the maturity stage they define useful models in
bath statistica! and non-statistica! (judgmental) methods. The decline stage according to Eby and
O' Neil should again have significant involvement of management input (judgment). Thus based
on the life cycle stage of a product some decisions can be made on the amount of judgment and/or
statistica! inputs.

Life cycles in the lamps business are quite long (some basic types are "alive" since the beginning
of Philips Lighting). Packaging types change regularly but the sales history is then linked to the
successor. In case of private label customers the life cycle of the product is at least the length of
the tender contract (four years). Tuis makes that usually enough sales data can be found for
specific products. To be able to categorize the data according to the matrix some criteria are
needed to indicate the boundaries of each section of the matrix. The criteria for these life-cycle
stages are defined in close communication with senior product management of CFL-I and
Halogen. Based on this alignment the boundaries are defined as in table 6.1:

Ufecycle

Criteria

stage
lntroduction

Allproducts with less than twelve months sales history (only sales in 2006)

Growth

All products growing at a rate of more than 10% per year

Mature

All products with a trend between -10% and+ 10% volume in- or decrease per
year

Decline

All products strongly declining (>10% per annum) .

Table 6.1: life-cycle definitions
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6.2.2 Variation in historie demand
The key driver of variation in historie demand as defined in the matrix originates from several
researches. Sanders and Ritzman concluded in their 1992 study that there is a correlation between
the degree of uncertainty in data and the value a judgmental method can bring to a forecast. The
uncertainties that can be encountered range from discontinuities in data to pattern changes caused
by e.g. regulatory changes. With domain knowledge forecasters should be able to make
judgmental adjustments to improve accuracy if they are aware of the causal information not
available to the statistica! model (Sanders and Ritzman, 1991). In this study the forecasts adjusted
by practitioners were compared with a statistica! forecast for data sets with varying amounts of
uncertainty. The outcome was that the practitioner forecasts were significantly better to estimate
future changes in the data. Tuis seems logica! as the higher the uncertainty or variability in
historie data is, the poorer the statistica! model will perform, hence the more reliance on
judgmental models will yield better results. Callopy and Armstrong (1992) agree with this
statement by indicating that most extrapolation (red. Statistica!) models cannot deal with
discontinuities or pattern changes in data.

Related to the Philips Lamps Europe portfolio the variance is calculated by expressing the
deviation of real demand from the least squares trend line corrected with seasonal indices
(prediction) for 2005 and 2006. The formulas used are:
1) Calculate seasonal indexes :
SI =
1

with d, being the real demand in period t and n = # periods in season

d'

! I d,
n

2) Remove seasonal influence from the data
A

d

A

d, = - ' with d, being the seasonal corrected demand for period t
SI ,
3) Execute linear regression

y, =a+bx,
y , = predicted value for period t

x, =independent variable
deviation from

a, ➔ e, = (d, - Y, ) = (d, -(a + bx, ))

nixy-I xI y
with b = slope = "" 2 "" "" and a = intercept =
nL.x -L.xL.x

y- bx

4) Reapply seasonal influence
Final prediction for period t: F, =SI , * y ,
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Figure 6.2 provides a graphical representation of the seasonal linear regression result for a
random product. Tuis figure shows the F1 result in the blue line and the deviations from real (d1)
demand.
De\Äations
-+-- prediction
- - - real
c::=::J

Seasonal Linear regression
variance calculation result
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,,,
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-

--_.,,._._---=,,,.....-=::::::,.,C-- - - - - j
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50,000

E
G)
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C

Quarters
Figure 6.2: Seasonal linear regression calculation example result

The standard deviation of predictions from the real sales is expressed as :

1

Il

0

a= "f)d1 -F;t
n - 1 t= I
with d 1

=real value for period t

and F; = final prediction for period t
The decision rules for determining if there is high, medium or low variance are based on
discussions with the company supervisors. These are:
•

If a > 50% then high variance;

•

If 30% < a :c:::; 50% then medium variance and;

•

If a

:c:::;

30% then low variance.

The descriptions of Eby and O'Neill' s related to life cycle planning and the various literatures
supporting the approach to increasing variance lead to the following summary:
•

The higher the variance in demand the bigger the weight of judgment should be

•

Growth stage has few historie data so the bigger the weight of judgment should be

•

Decline stage has bigger market volatility (e.g. customers switching to the new version) that
is not necessarily reflected in the data so the bigger the weight of judgment should be.
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Exploratory
data analy sis

Historie data
(SAP BW)

Demand patterns
Trend analysis
Variance analysis
Seasonality analysis
lntroduction date
etc

The following figure 6.3 suggests how to apply a
combination weight (expressed as a percentage in
figure 6.3) to judgment and statistics for the products
categorized in the portfolio matrix

Exploratory data analysis result

Made visible in figure 6.3 is that the products in the
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70% stati sti cs 50% statistics 40% statisti cs
30% J udgment 50% J udgment 60% J udgment

~

•

"'
:i

rn

Low

Medium
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introductory stage of the life cycle are excluded in the
design, as judgment is the sole input there. According
to Eby and O'Neill the management should have
considerable input in the introductory stage to perform
a risk assessment

Variation in historie data

Figure 6.3: Methods for combining judgmental and statistical forecast for products of different
characteristics

To create the best possible statistica} plan and combination of statistics and judgment and to
evaluate which are better, some further things need to be defined in the design. Tuis includes:
•

The methodology of statistica} forecasting;

•

The error measures to evaluate the design performance.

Tuis will lead to the formulation of several scenarios that will be evaluated in the next chapter.
The organizational aspect of the design will be addressed after the evaluation of scenarios as the
choice of forecasting methodology has consequences for the design of the organization.

6.3 Statistical forecasting methodology
6.3.1 forecasting method
Literature defines several statistica} forecasting techniques, ranging from simple naïve forecasts
to complex neural networks. Following the design specifications the method to be selected in this
assignment should be available in the SAP APO. A review of available methods in this tool is
provided in appendix 9. Given the fact that there is significant trend and seasonality in the historie
sales data the statistica} model that will be used for these products is seasonal linear regression.
Besides reasons of probable best fit of data this method is selected for its simplicity in computing
it in MS Excel to facilitate a relevant sample of products from the portfolio.
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The procedure for seasonal linear regression is summarized as follows: 1) calculate seasonal
indices, 2) remove seasonal influence from data, 3) execute linear regression and 4) re-apply
seasonality. In formulas the procedure is as follows:
1) Calculate seasonal indexes:
d

SI , = - - -1 with d, being the real demand in period tand n = # periods in season
_!_
d,
n

L

2) Remove seasonal influence from the data
A

d

A

d, = - ' with d, being the seasonal corrected demand for period t

SI ,

3) Execute linear regression

y, =a+bx,

y, = predicted least squares value for period t
x, =independent variable
A

deviation from d,

A

➔

A

e, = (d , - y , ) = (d , -(a +bx, ))

nLXY-LXLY

with b = slope = "
, "
"
and a = intercept =
nL.x - -L.xL.x

y -bx

4) Reapply seasonal influence
Final prediction for period t: F, = SI ,

* y,

6.3.2 Basic choices of forecast creation
Besides various statistica! methods available to create forecasts there are also some more basic
decisions to be made regarding the basis on which the statistics calculate: 1) In-sample or out-ofsample forecasts and 2) Creation of the forecast from a fixed or rolling origin point.
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6.3.2.1 In sample or out of sample forecasting
An in sample forecast is created using the whole available time series to test if the forecast

method fits to the data. An out-of-sample evaluation of forecasting accuracy begins with the
division of the historica! data series into a fit period and a test period. The final time in the fit
period (T) - the point from which the forecasts are generated- is the forecasting origin. Figure 6.4
provides an overview ofboth options:

In sample forecasting
Fit and test period

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Available tim e series data

Out of sample forecasting
Fit period

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

l

.

Test period

1

1

1

1

Tim~ axes

1

Available time series data

Figure 6.4: in sample and out of sample forecasting

Choice for this thesis is to do out-of-sample forecasting because out of sample forecasting
approaches the real-life situation. In sample tests use data that is not available to the forecasting
method in real practice. Tuis method does therefore not reflect reality as in real life the future is
not known yet. The other basic choice is to go for fixed-origin or rolling-origin forecasts . The two
options will be described briefly:

6.3.2.2 Fixed-origin evaluations
In performing an out-of-sample test it is possible to either use a single forecasting origin or
multiple forecasting origins. A single forecasting origin is also referred to as a fixed-origin
forecast. Fixed origin forecasting means: standing at origin (T), a forecast is generated for time
periods T + 1, T + 2, ... T + N. By subtracting each of these forecasts from the real sales data of
the test period, the forecast errors are determined. The errors can be averaged in various ways to
obtain summary statistics. The procedure is shown in figure 6.5.
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Fixed origin forecasting
Origin
Forecast horizon

Ftt period

Timeax:es

Available time series data

Figure 6.5: fixed origin forecast method

6.3.2.3 Rolling-origin evaluations
In a rolling-origin evaluation, the forecasting origin is successively updated to produce forecasts
from each new origin. One of the first explicit descriptions of the procedure was Armstrong and
Grohman's (1972). Armstrong (1985, p. 343) provides a schematic illustration of the rollingorigin procedure sirnilar to the one in figure 6.6

Rolling origin forecasting
Origin
Fit

Forecast horizon

riod

Time axes

Available time series data

Origin
Fit

Forecast horizon

riod

Time axes

Available time series dat a

Figure 6.6: rolling origin forecast method

Tuis means the fit period and forecast horizon change as time progresses. Each time the latest
information is taken into account to create a new forecast.

Applied to a single time series, the fixed-origin evaluation bas several shortcornings. Because it
yields one forecast, it requires a fairly long test period to produce a forecasting track record.
Second, forecasts generated from a single origin are susceptible to corruption by occurrences
unique to that origin. Third, in the usual software implementation of a fixed-origin evaluation,
summary error measures are computed by averaging forecasting errors across lead times. The
resulting summary statistic is a mélange of near-term and far-term forecast errors. A rollingorigin evaluation best simulates how the forecast will perform in practice as currently the sales
forecasters also create a forecast using each passing month ' input/ evaluation. Therefore this
method is used in this thesis with the origin point for each forecast of month T being month T-4
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6.4 Error measures for design evaluation
6.4.1 lntroduction
Currently Philips evaluates the forecast performance using the rneasures of MAPE and MAE. To
make sure that Philips can relate to the error measures in this thesis the evaluation of the design
will be done based on MAPE and MAE. However there are other measures available that rnight
be better at evaluating the effectiveness of the forecasts. Therefore the next paragraph will
evaluate several error rneasures and validates if MAPE and MAE errors are sufficient to draw
conclusions upon or if additional measures are necessary to make an objective evaluation.

6.4.2 Error measures
Measures used for evaluating the various options can be categorized into two types: relative and
absolute error measures. Both have its strengths and weaknesses and both types are widely
available in many forms . Absolute error measures are "scaled" error rneasures whose scale
depends on the scale of the data. These are useful when comparing different methods on the same
set of data, but should not be used, for example, when comparing across data sets that have
different scales (Hyndman and Koehler, 2005).

The most comrnonly used absolute or scaled error measures are:
Mean Square Error (MSE) = mean(e12 )
where e 1 is the forecast error (Forecast - Actual)
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) = -J MSE
Mean Absolute Error (MAE) = mean( Je1 J)
Median Absolute Error (MdAE) = median( Je1 J)
Mean Absolute Scaled Error (MASE) = mean( Jq 1 J) where q 1 =

1

e

_ new

e, _benchmark

Usually the RMSE is preferred over the MSE as it is on the same scale as the data, which makes
it easier to interpret. Disadvantage is that these rneasures are more sensitive to outliers than MAE
or MdAE. The best scaled error rneasure currently available according to Hyndrnan and Koehler
is the Mean Absolute Scaled Error (MASE). The numerator e1_new is found by applying an
alternative forecasting method and the e1_benchmark reflects the benchmark forecast error (in this
case the currentjudgmental forecast). The MASE is thus applicable only in comparing two
forecasting rnodels where a MASE value of less than 1 indicates that the forecast method under
evaluation perforrns better than the benchmark.
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According to Hyndman and Koehler MASE has a meaningful scale, is widely applicable, and is
not subject to the degeneracy problems facing other measures when confronted with intermittent
data (with zero' s) and negative values. The only circumstance under which MASE would be
infinite or undefined is when all historica! observations are equal.

The relative performance measures have the advantage of being scale-independent; hence can be
used to evaluate performance across different data sets. The most commonly used relative
measures are:
Meao Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) = mean(jp 1 1)
where p 1 is the percentage error ((forecast- actual) / actual)
Median Absolute Percentage Error (MsAPE) = median( jp 1 1)

.J

Root Meao Square Percentage Error (RMSPE) = mean( /p 1

2

.J

/)

2

Root Median Absolute Percentage Error (RMdAPE) = median( 1p 1 j)

Disadvantages of these relative performance measures are that they are undefined or infinite if the
real sales are close to or equal to zero. Another point is that they tend to follow a skewed
distribution. According to Hyndman and Koehler, relative measures can only be computed when
there are several forecasts on the same series, and so should not be used to measure out-of-sample
forecast accuracy at a single forecast horizon. Reason for that is the fact that near-origin point
errors are mixed with distant-origin point errors. As mentioned the idea for this thesis is to
perform out of sample tests from a rolling-origin point, hence relative measures can be used.

Therefore it is decided to use no additional relative measures than the MAPE currently applied by
Philips. Next to the scaled error measure MAE it is decided to use MASE as an additional scaled
measure to compare the forecasting models.

6.5 Presentation of scenarios
Scenarios are used to compare various alternative designs to statistica! forecasting and the
combination of judgmental and statistica! forecasting against the current judgmental forecast (the
base case scenario). As mentioned the currentjudgmental forecast is created bottom-up, while
Shearer , 1994 indicated that top-down forecasting is preferred. Therefore one scenario is defined
to test which method is preferred for the statistica! forecast.
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Next to that the data analysis in appendix 7 shows that the different sales channels (retail,
professional, OEM) show distinct demand patterns and therefore it might be useful to forecast
statistically on channel level instead of the overall top level. Tuis is tested in a separate scenario.
Based on choices made for statistica! forecasting methodology the next scenario tests if the life
cycle model adds value to the process. Philips data is used to test the design presented in the next
chapter, which should include a sufficient amount of products and volume in all three life cycles
(growth, mature and introduction).

In summary: the currentjudgmental model is the base case scenario (1) used for the comparison
of the other scenarios. The next two scenarios (2 and 3) will evaluate the aggregation levels of
statistica} forecasting and this will lead to a conclusion on the best level to use. The following
scenario (4) evaluates the performance of statistica! and combined forecasts against the current
judgmental forecast, which is followed by a sensitivity analysis. Tuis will lead to the conclusion,
which setup: 1) judgmental forecasting, 2) statistica! forecasting alone or 3) a combination of
statistics and judgment adds the most value.

Tuis leads to the following line-up of scenarios:
1. Current judgmental forecast
2. Top down aggregated versus bottom-up statistica! forecasting
3. Top down channel level versus top down aggregated forecasting
Conclusion aggregation level for statistica! forecasting
4.

Statistica! and combined forecasting versus judgmental forecasting

5. Sensitivity analysis

6.6Summary
The chapter started with presenting the data analysis model and this resulted in a model that
categorizes a product portfolio according to stage in the life cycle against the variation in historie
demand. The following paragraph evaluated the statistica! forecasting methodology, which
resulted in the choice for seasonal linear regression to be tested on three aggregation levels: 1) top
down, 2) bottom-up and 3) channel forecast. The statistica! forecast runs will be based on out of
sample tests using a rolling origin point. Next to the currently used MAPE and MAE error
measures the MASE will be used to evaluate the scenarios.
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CHAPTER 7 : Evaluation of scenarios
7 .1 lntroduction
Tuis chapter presents an overview of the scenario results when applied to the Halogen and CFL-I
data of Philips Lamps Europe. The next paragraph starts with the data analysis of Philips data
according to the model introduced in figure 6.1 and takes a sample to be used in the scenario
evaluations. Each subsequent paragraph will elaborate on a scenario and provides calculation
results, remarks and conclusions. The chapter doses with a summary.

7.2 Apply data analysis model and sample data
7 .2.1 Introduction
With the axes of the matrix defined in paragraph 7.2 the calculations are applied to the data. Tuis
results in an overview of volume and amount of products fulfilling the criteria defined. One note
to be made from this overview is that for CFL-I all Public Energy Supply (PES) sales are out of
the analysis. Tuis concerns government-subsidized sales of energy saving electronic appliances.
These agreements are made on higher management levels outside the normal sales forecasting
process.

7.2.2 Result data categorization
Figures 7.la and 7.lb provide an overview of the whole china sourced Philips Halogen and CFL-I
portfolio. The categorization is based on sales data of 2004 to 2006. The data visible in figure
7.la and 7.lb reflects the 2006 situation.

After analysis of the data one additional category emerged relating to products at the end of their
life cycle. The overview includes this category, but for the remainder of this thesis it is left out of
scope.
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Count of Mat no (md)
BU (md)
Life cycle stage
lntroduction
Growth
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Variance category
low

medium

high

Grand Total

194
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6
46
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231
11
74
113
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623

97
66
14
103

97
220
27
60
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37
4
13
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54

r,

100
23
34

54
4
12

HALOGEN Total

157

70

280

507

Grand Total

211

157

762

1130

Oecline

15

End ol lile cycle

CFL-1 Total
HALOGEN
lntroduction
Growlh
Mature
Decline
End of lile cycle

Figure 7.la amount of CFL-1 and Halogen products per category in the matrix
2006
BU (md)
CFL-1

Life cycle stage
lntroduction
Growth
Mature
Decline
End of life cycle

CFL-ITotal

Variance category
low

medium

high

Grand Total

7,740,935
834,248
1,341 ,973

10,466,923
149,587
698,144

11 ,299,969
4,658,438
29,139
725,710
0

11,299,969
22,866,296
1,012,974
2,765,827
0

9,917,156

11 ,314,654

16,713,256

37,945,066

24,336,346
7,579,795
2,215,779

3 ,303,496
976,817
605,253

2,460,863
2,413,634
259,905
0

2,460,863
30,053,476
8,556,612
3,080,937
0

3413 920

4885566

5134402

44,151,888

44,049,076

16,200,220

21,847,658

82,096,954

HALOGEN
lntroduction
Growth
Mature
Decline
End of life cycle

ALOGEN Total
Grand Total

Figure 7.lb: Sales volume ofCFL-1 and Halogen per category in the matrix

In CFL-I 30% of the volume and 31 % (194 / 623) of the products is in the introduction phase of

the life cycle. Following the framework of Eby and O'Neill, 1977 there should be significant
judgmental inputs in the introduction life-cycle stage. The fact that a large part of CFL-I volume
is in that category validates an action to improve the current judgmental inputs. Tuis however is
out of scope for this thesis. In Halogen there is only 5,6% (2,4/44,1) of the volume and 20% of
the products in the introduction life cycle. Next to that, the bigger part of the Halogen portfolio
shows low variance, while in CFL-I the bigger part shows high variance. For bath CFL-I and
Halogen the growth products generate the main volume.
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7 .2.3 Data sample selection
To enable a proper testing of the added value of statistical inputs there should be a requirement
towards the age of products. Tuis requirement is to include all products with at least 3 years
(2004-2006) of complete sales data available. Three years are defined because there a minimum
of two years is needed to properly estimate seasonality patterns and the decision is made to
perform out of sample tests. The last year (2006) will be used for that. The data are ' dirty' as
history correction over the 3 years history per product is hardly possible knowing that no records
are kept of campaigns, incidents, etc.

Figure 7 .2 shows the China sourced Halo gen and CFL-I products with 3 years complete sales
history (i.e. 2004-2006) and compares the sample with the total number of products for the whole
portfolio of CFL-I and Halogen (see most right column).
1:Y

Complete last 3 years

~
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1.888.831
585.209
l.263A19

496,034
149 .587
504.083

332.342

3.737.459

1,149,704

18.832.\188
7.477.890
2,027.169

HALOGEN Total
Grand Total

Goowt h
M<.1ltt1 e

Derline
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Goowth
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~
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CFL-1

25~~

Grand Total Against totals
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73U%
1.87'1.600

436.440

5,323,603

14•.4
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11 .8H
286.512
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28.338 047

766,997
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29147 756

32,075,506
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479,152

34,471 ,359
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42%

Figure 7.2: amount of products and sales volume per category in the matrix with 3 years complete
sales history

In total 137 products, generating 34 million pieces sales in 2006 are in the selection for evaluating
the added value of statistica] input to the sales forecasting process. What stands out is that
Halogen will be well represented in this analysis with 21 % of products and 66% of volume
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represented, but the CFL-1 portfolio has few products (5%) representing only 14% of total sales
volume. Especially the amount of products and volume to represent the growth life cycle stage is,
with 3% and 12% respectively, not enough to have comparable (with Halogen) predictive value
for the CFL-I growth products.

Therefore a sixth scenario is defined to test a separate sample of CFL-1 products that are in the
growth stage of their life cycle. Tuis scenario is tested against the judgmental forecast provided
for these products. The sample will include aU products introduced in 2005 with the exception of
specific campaign products and pure seasonal products (e.g. Christmas lights). The sample thus
includes all products introduced in 2005 with at least 15 out of 24 months filled with sales data.
Result of this data selection is displayed in figure 7.3.

More than 15 data oints
lntroduced in

2005

Count of Mat no (md)
BU (md)
Life eycle stage

1:2

Variance category 1:2
medium

high

Grand Total

CFL-1
37

61

CFL-1 Total

24

3

61

Grand Total

24

37

61

high

Grand Total

Grnwth

More than 15 dat a oints
in

1lntroduced

2006
BU (md)
CFL-1

2005

Life cycle stage

1:2

Variance eategory 1:2
medium

CFL-1 Total

945,373

1,532.842
1,532,842

2.478.215
2,478,215

Grand Total

945,373

1,532,842

2,478,215

G,owth

945,373

Figure 7 .3: amount of CFL- I products and sales volume in the growth life-cycle stage introduced in
2005 and with 15 data points

Tuis brings the amount of products to re present the growth life cycle to 69 (equals a 30% sample)
and the volume represented to approx 23%, which is comparable to the Halogen sample, hence
giving equal predictive value of the scenario results for CFL-1 growth products. Tuis also enables
testing if differentiating the forecasting weighing method according to life cycles adds value to
overall accuracy.
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7.3 Scenario results
7.3.1 Introduction
The scenario results will be presented in a tabular format with the three performance indicators
(MAPE, MAE and MASE) as the bases for comparison. Next to these indicators there will be an
indicator for overall volume accuracy. The description of the measures is provided in table 7.1.
ndicator
# of Materials

Oefinrtion

_ _ The amo unt of materials belongi!!.9 to the categor
2006 real
Sum of total real 2006 sales
2006 Judgm
_e_n_-t a~I~~~ - - Sum of total ·udgme ntal sales foreca_s_t --- -2006 Stati stica!
- - S um of total stati sticalsaiësfo recas-t - 2006 Combinati on
Sum of total combinati on of statistica! and ju dgmenta l sa les forecast follc,w:ng a certain weighing_ _
MAPE Judgmental
Ifle avera~f the indi-.idual material MAPE measures related to the judgmental forecast
MAPE Statist~
___ The average _of the indi-.idual material MAPE measure_s__r_elated to the statist ic al forecast
MAPE Com bination
_ Jhe averag e~ the individu~_l__rri_aterial MAl:_E meas ures related to th e combination forecast
iMAE Judgment,;i_ _ The averag~the ind ividual material MAE measures relate d to th e judgmental fore cast _ __
MAE Statistica!
Th e avera e of the individual material MAE meas ures related to the statistica! forecast
MAE Combination
The averag e of theindividuaÎmat eri~measures related to the combinati on forecasï
MASEStatistics vs.Judment
The a v ~ ~ ind i-.i dual material MASE measures compar~cs amlj~d gmentalforecast
MASE Combin ati on vs Ju d ment The avera e of the ind ivi dual material MASE measures co m arin the comb inati on and ·ud mental fo recast

Table 7.1: descriptions ofused indicators for evaluating forecasting methods

7 .3.2 Scenario 1: judgmental forecast
Related to the 137 products in the sample the judgmental forecast provides the results given in
table 7 .2. Only MAPE and MAE are given as MASE can be computed in comparison to another
forecast.
-

---

!Dat a
I# of Mat erials
2006 rea l

-

12006 Judgm~ta_!_
Jud gm ent al
1 MAE Jud~me nt al

1MAPE

-·

--

-

--

CFL-1
31
5,323,603
_§_,630 ,270
149%
8 ,068

HALOGEN Grand Total
106
-29 ,147,Z:5.§.
26, 174 ,670
69%
6,768

-

137
34 ,471,359
32 ,804 ,940
- -87%
7,063

Table 7.2: results base case judgmental forecast for sample products

The MAE related to the judgmental forecast for CFL-1 implies that sales of an average material
can deviate approx 8,000 pieces per month and for Halogen approx 6,800 pieces per month . With
that, this sample performs somewhat worse than the judgmental forecast of the whole China
sourced CFL-1 and Halogen portfolio (see table 3.1). The MAPE of 149% for CFL-1 and 69%
fore Halogen is better compared to the results in table 3.1. Tuis is due to the fact that a lot of null
values and incidental sales data are in the overall (table 3.1) result, which is excluded in this
sample as a result of the criteria to have products with three years of complete sales data.

These results will be used in the comparison against the statistical and combination forecast in
scenario 4. First now the evaluation of statistical forecast aggregation level.
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7 .3.3 Scenario 2: Top down versus bottom-up statistical forecasting
Making a statistica! forecast on the aggregate CFL-I and Halogen level and using the statistica!
forecast on the product level as weighting basis for disaggregation compute the top down
forecast. The bottom-up forecast is computed by creating a forecast on the product level which is
then aggregated. The results are displayed in table 7.3.
,Top-down forecast
1Data
# of Materials
-2006 rea l (aggreaated)
2006 Statistica~areoated)
MAPE Statistical
MAE Statistical

Bottom-up forecast
CFL-I

HAi.OGEN

31:it
106
5 323 ,603 29,147,756
5 ,615 ,605 1 29 ,968 ,870
123% ï
56%
7,736 1
5,405

Grand Total

137
34 ,471,359
35,584,475
71%
5,932

Data
# of Materials
2006 rea l @ll_~qated)
2006 Statisti cal (aggregated)
MAPE Stati stical
MAE Stati stic al

CFL-I

HAi.OGEN Grand Total
31 ,
106
137
5,323,603 29,147,756 - 34471 ,359
5,623 ,117 29 ,883,073 35,506,190
125%
56%
72%
7,808
5,508
6,028

Table 7.3: result top-down versus bottom-up forecasting

The top-down forecast is slightly better than the bottom-up forecast as MAPE and MAE measures
show little less error. The overall volume accuracy (2006 real vs 2006 statistica!) for bottom-up
forecasting is somewhat better than for top-down forecasting (35.584 vs 35,506 vs 34.471). Based
on these small differences it cannot be concluded that top-down is preferred over bottom-up
forecasting . The next scenario evaluates if channel level forecasting is preferred over top-down
forecasting

7.3.4 Scenario 3: Channel level versus top down forecasting
As there are strongly different demand patterns related to the three sales channels of Philips
lighting this scenario tests if channel level forecasting is preferred over top-down forecasting. The
channel level forecast is constructed by obtaining sales data per product by channel and running
the statistica! forecast using a top-down procedure. As many products are sold in various sales
channels the amount of data to review is roughly multiplied by three. Table 7.4 provides the result
of this analysis.
~

own forecast

1Data
of Materials
rea l /a ~grBJ)al ed)
2006 Statistical (aaareoated)
1M~PE Statistical
MAE Statistical

1#

[F

Top-down channel level forecast
CFL-I

HAi.OGEN

Grand Total

31 1
106
137
5,323,603 1 29,147,756 34,471 ,359
5,615 605; 29 ,968,870 35,584,475
123%1
56%
71%
7 736 1
5,405
5,932

Data
# of Materials
2006 rea l (ag_g!_BJ)ated) -- 2006 Statisti ca l (ag~ated)
MAPE Statistical
MAE Sl ati stical

HAi.OGEN Grand Total
31
106
137
5)23,603 , 29,147 756 3;i-:-471 ,359
5,615,603 29,973,833 35,589 436
122%
58%
72%
7 376
5,345
5,805

CFL-I
--

Table 7.4: result top-down aggregated versus top down channel level forecasting

The results of this analysis are somewhat mixed. MAE improves slightly for the channel level
statistica! forecast, but MAPE increases slightly for Halogen. Again the differences are not
significant enough to conclude if one method is better than the other.
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The overall conclusion from scenario 2 and 3 is that there is no real difference in accuracy of topdown and bottom-up forecasting. The top-down channel level is chosen for its easy reference to
the BU structure in Philips Lamps Europe. Tuis level will be used in the evaluation against the
judgmental forecast and the combination forecast in scenario 4.

7.3.5 Scenario 4: statistica! and combined forecasting versus judgmental forecasting
Tuis scenario evaluates the statistica] forecast and the combination of judgment and statistics
based on the portfolio matrix proposals (see figure 7.4).
Portfolio matrix

introduction

ü•

Judgment

Judgment

Judgment

i

Growth

50% statistics 40"/o statistics 20% stati sti cs
50% J udgment 60% Judgment 80% J udgment

•Z'

Maturn

80'% statistics 60°/os tatisti cs 50% stati s ti cs
20% Judgment 40'% Judgment 50% J udgment

Decline

7Cf% stati stics 50% stati stics 40% stati stics
30% J udgment 50% Judgment 60% Judgment

>,

.5

iil

Low

Medium

high

Variation in historie data

Figure 7.4: portfolio matrix with weighing proposals

Table 7.4 provides a complete set of indicators comparing statistica} forecasting and the
combination weighing in accordance with the portfolio matrix for mature products. The MASE is
calculated using the current judgmental forecast as the benchmark. A MASE of less than one
indicates that the forecasting method under evaluation is better than the benchmark.
Top-down Channel Forecast
Weigh ing according to varia nce category

180-20 low, 6040 medium, 50-50 hioh
IData
#ofMat~

CFL-1
---

2(0î rea lity_

r ocx, Judgmental
2Dffi Stati stica!
1
--c,2ocx, Combmat,on

-

-

MAPE -Judgmental
MAPE Statisti ca!
-MAPE Combinalion
fMAE Judgmental
- rMAE Statisti ca!
MAE Combination
MASE Statisti cs vs Jud_gment
MASE Combinati on vs Judament
~

HAi.OGEN Grand Total
11:X, _______117_

31 ·
5,323 ,603
6,63:J,270
5,§_1_5 ,§_031
5_.980,599
149%
- -122%
114%
- 8,068
7,376 1
6.736
0.91
0.790

29,1 47,756
26,174,670
29,973 ,833
28 ,649-,591
69%
58%
55%
6,768
- 5 ,345
4 ,920
- 0 .91
0832

34,471,359
32,804,940
35,589,436
34,630,190
87%
- 72%
68%
7,063
5,805
_ 5,331
0.91
0.822

Table 7.5: top-down forecast result of 137 selected products on channel level
Please note that the appendix 8 contains more details per variance category of the results shown in table
7.5.
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The descriptions in table 7.5 stating e.g. "80-20 low," means that for all products with low
variance the statistica} forecast has a weight of 80% in the combination forecast. All measures
(MAPE, MAE and MASE) indicate that the combined forecast outperforms both the bottom-up
judgmental and the top-down statistica} forecast.

For this portfolio the statistical forecast outperforms the judgmental forecast, and the combined
forecast outperforms both judgment and statistics. The improvement results are listed below:

lmprovement results statistica/ forecast versus the judgmental forecast
•

The MASE indicates a 9% (1-0.91) improvement for CFL-I and Halogen;

•

MAE shows 9% (1-(7,367 / 8,036)) less absolute error for CFL-I and 21 % (1-(5,345/6,768))
for Halogen ;

•

The MAPE improves with 27% (149% - 122%) for CFL-I and 17% (69% - 58%) for
Halogen.

lmprovement results combined forecast versus the judgmental forecast
•

The MASE indicates a 21 % (1-0.79) improvement for CFL-I and a 17% (1-0.83)
improvement for Halogen;

•

MAE shows 15% (1-(6,736 / 8,036)) less absolute error for CFL-I and 27 % (1-(4,920/6,768))
for Halogen;

•

The MAPE improves with 35% (149% - 114%) for CFL-I and 14% (69% - 55%) for
Halogen.

These results suggest that statistics add value to the sales forecasting process of Philips Lamps
Europe and that the combination of judgment and statistics leads to further added value in
forecast accuracy. The next scenario runs several sensitivity analyses on the combined results to
investigate if the weighing of judgment and statistics can be further improved.
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7.3.6 Scenario 5: sensitivity analysis
Varying in weight of judgment and statistics results in alternative analysis that test sensitivity of
the combined forecast. The following table 7 .6 provides an overview of several weighing
alternatives to the weighing in accordance with the variance categories as the benchmark.
Top-down Channel Forecast
1

we ighing according to va ri anee category

50-50 weiqhim1

80-20 low. 60-40 medium, 50-50 hi h
Data

C •
HALOGE
Grand Tota
__
5,323,603 29 .147.756 34,471,359
1
__ 5,980,5~+18·649 ,591 _34 ,63:J,100

2COi realit y

12(03 Combination - f MAPE Combinat,on _

MAE Combtnat ion
MASE Stati stics vs Judgment
MASE -Combi ~ s Jud ment

114 % ·
55%
6.736
4,920
0.907 - 0.913
0.700
0.832 -

68%
5 ,331
0.912

-11822

We ighing vari ant to vari ance category

85-15 low. 65-35 medium, 55-45 hi h
Data
20Cl3 realit y _ __
20Cl3 c;;-mbina~
ltfAP_E' Combin~on
Combinat ion
MASE StatistTc:s vsJ ud9'1""'t
MASE Combination vs Jud ment

r'MAE

68%
- - 5,326
0.912
~
26

Data

CfL-1

-

Jl06 realit L___
2006 Combination
-

-

MAPE Combination
MAE Combination
~
E _St atistlcs vs Judg~
MASE Combinat ion vs Judoment

-

HALOGEN

GrandTolal

5 ,323.603 29 ,147.756 34.471,359
6,122,938 28,074,254 34,197,191
123%
71%
56% 6,886
5,1813_ 5,571
0.007
0.913
0.912
0806 0.831
0.826

We ighing counter to variance cat egory
30 70 1ow, 50-50 me tI"mm, 70-30 h-1(1 h
CFL-1
HAi.OGEN Grand Total
Data
2006 rea lity_ _
5,323,603 29 ,147.756 _ 34,471 ,~
2006
on
6,168~ 27,976 ,854 _3!,145.731
-Combinati
MAPE Combinat ion
132%
56%
73%
-5,506 5,861
MAE Combinati on
0.007
0.913
0.912
_r,1,A.S E Statistics vs Judgment ~
0.844
MASE Combination vs Judament
0.830

7.oii'

11849

We ighing varia nt to va ri anee category

We ighing variant to va riance category

75-25 low, 55-45 medium, 45-55 hi h

70-30 low, 50-50 medium, 40-60 hi h

Dat a

5,323,603 29,147.756 34,471 359
_§,031 ,332 28 ,459 ,633 _3!,400 ,965
1M APE Combinatio_n__
_ _ _ 115o/~~
5% _ _ _
69%
_
6 ,760 _
4,944 _ _5,355
MAE Combination
MASE Statistics vs Judgment
0.907
0.913 - - 0.912
---'---------+MASE Combinatio n vs Jud ment
0.700
0.831
0.822
2COi reality
2COi Combination

-_

Table 7.6: evaluation ofvarious weighing alternatives based on top-down channel level forecasting

In these weighing cases the error measures indicate that performance does not improve compared
to the proposed weighing in the portfolio matrix. Tuis implies that the proposed weighing in the
portfolio matrix provides seems to result in fairly accurate forecasts. The following paragraph
will look at results for the CFL-I growth products introduced in 2005.

7.3.7 Scenario 6: CFL-1 growth products introduced in 2005
Tuis paragraph will combine the current bottom-up judgmental forecast accuracy, based on the
MASE, MAPE and MAE error measures, with a pure statistica] forecast and a combination of
judgment with statistics based on the various weighing alternatives. The statistica} model that will
be used in this case is simple linear regression (i.e. without seasonal adjustment). Reason for
selecting this method is its again sirnplicity in computing it in MS Excel to handle the 61 products
and its ability to handle data with trend. Seasonality, as none of these products has run through
multiple seasons to establish a reliable seasonal pattern is excluded.
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The proposal of the portfolio matrix was to have more

Exploratory data analysis result

.

introck.lction

Judgment

Judgment

Judgment

...
t"

Growth

50% statîstics 40% statistics 20% statistics
50% Judgment 60% J udgment 80% J udgment

.5

Mature

80% statistics 60% stati stics 500/o stati stics
20% Judgment 40% Judgment 50% J udgment

Decline

70% stati sti cs 50% stati stics 40% stati stics
30% Judgment 50% J udgment 60% J udgment

ü

."'

s

"'

Low

Medum

hi(ll

weight on judgment compared to the mature and
declining life cycles. The proposed weighing is as
suggested in figure 7.5.

Figure 7 .5: proposed weighing of judgment and statistics

Variation in historie data

per life cycle stage and variance category

Result of this analysis is depicted in tab]e 7 .7:

Top-down Channel Forecast
VVeighing acco rding to varian ce category
50-50 low , 40-60 medium, 20-80 hiqh
Data
CFL-1
# of Materi als
61
2006 re al
2 ,478 ,21 5
2006 Judamental
2 ,388 ,075
2006 Stati stical
4 ,305 ,956
2006 Combin ati on
2 ,771,65 1
MAPE Judamental
418 %
MAPE Statisti ca !
662 %
MAPE Combinati on
446 %
MAE Jud qment al
3,349
MAE Statisti ca!
4,1 21
- - - -~
3 ,1 58
MAE Comb ina!!_~
MASE St at isti cs vs Judqment
1.265
MASE Combination vs Judqme-;:;i0.925

Figure 7.7: result judgmental, statistica] and combined forecast for 61 CFL-1 growth products

Considering MAE (improvement of almost 6% (1-(3,158/3,349)) and MASE (improvement of
almost 8% (1-0.925) the weighing of judgmental and statistica! forecasts adds value to the
forecast accuracy and weighing should be done in accordance with the proposed weighing in the
portfolio matrix. The MAPE measure does not support this statement. Reason for this is the fact
that some products show extreme demand fluctuations giving MAPE values of over 1.000%,
while in fact the absolute deviation is only small. In those cases the judgmental forecast was
better at foreseeing this fluctuation, while in other months of the same time series the combined
forecast outperforms or equals the judgmental forecast.
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7.4 Financial implications of improvement
As indicated in the initia! problem definition, the sales forecast inaccuracy is linked to several
cost factors such as: increased inventory due to additional safety stock and/or purchasing of the

wrong mix, leading to out-of-stocks and non/slow moving inventory, which leads to poor service
peiformance towards customers, leading to costly actions to limit the duration of the out-ofstocks by air freighting goods to Europe and repacking / re-stamping lamps. One aspect that can
be directly calculated from the new sales forecast presented in this chapter is the safety stock.
Currently the safety stock per product is calculated using the variance of the T-4 forecast
compared to the reality of T. Using the sample of 137 products the safety stock can be calculated
for the judgmental forecast scenario and compared to the combined forecast assuming that the
variance in lead-time is the same. For Silver et al, 1998 simplify the safety stock calculation to:
SS = k(J'L where kis the safety factor corresponding the service level objectives (97% CRDD

➔

k = 1.88) and Oi, is the standard deviation of the errors of forecast of total demand over a period
of duration L (the replenishment lead time). Results for safety stocks comparing both forecasts
are in table 7.8.

BU (md)

a

-

SS Judg

SS value Judg

SS Combi

SS value combi

Table 7.8: overview results Safety stock calculations for judgmental and combined forecasts

The value of stocks is calculated using the mean value of China sourced lamps. Results show that
the safety stock can be reduced with approx 3 MEur (5,57 - 2,68). With the 9% Philips cost of
capita! standard (W ACC), the saving for these 137 products is approx 260 KEur on an annual
basis.

7.5 Conclusion
It can be concluded weighing of judgmental and statistica! forecasts adds value to the forecast
accuracy and weighing should be done in accordance with the proposed weighing in the portfolio
matrix. Tuis means: the more variance a sales pattern of a product has, the more weightjudgment
should have in the forecast. Results show performance improvement in all defined measures and
a potential saving of 260 KEur capita! costs tied up in safety stocks for the 137 products in the
sample. After having analyzed that a combination of judgment and statistics adds value to the
planning accuracy of the China sourced CFL-1 and Halogen portfolio's it is time to look at the
implementation consequences of such a design. The next chapter will provide that.
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CHAPTER 8: lmplementation
8.1 introduction
Tuis paragraph will provide some guidelines to the implementation related to establishing a
statistica} forecast and combining it with a judgmental forecast. The first paragraph will look at
the organization to establish the statistica} forecast which includes the system design needed. The
second paragraph will look at establishing the judgmental forecast and the third chapter provides
insight into ways to organize the combining the forecasts .

8.2 Establishing the statistical forecast
In the exploratory data analysis a vigorous data check has been done and it can be concluded that
extracting various important indicators such as trend, seasonality, variance category, etc from the
data is no easy task. Of course the calculation model to position products in the matrix will be
available, but still a lot of expert judgment is needed for products that show additional complex
data structures like intermittent demand or trend breaks.

With a group of eight people representing both market groups and supply groups a workshop
session has been organised to evaluate several designs. Several options are evaluated in that
session to organise the new responsibility of statistica} demand forecasting:

■

Centralised (i.e. organised by Business Unit Consumer or BU Professional)

■

Semi-centralised (i.e. organised by supply group or market group)

■

De-centralised (i.e. organised by Sales organisation or Factory)

Two main options are considered valuable to analyze: 1) organised by Supply Group (i.e. CFL-1
lamps or Halogen lamps) and 2) organised by Sales organisation. Reason for not choosing the
centralized option is that the new sales forecasters lose credibility as they are too far away from
both the market and factories. Reason for choosing the sales organization as an option includes
that it fits the current situation and is thus easier to implement. A pro and con analysis of each
option is shown in table 8.1 and 8.2:
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Organization by Supply Group
Pro

Con

Centra! coordinating role

Long(er) communication lines Statistica! Demand
Forecaster with with sales organization

Possible to challenge with sales organization plans

Multiple contact persons for Sales Organizations to
cover whole range of products

Fact based analysis of history (judgment not

More time consuming for Sales Organizations as

troubled)

they will get challenged for their judgmental
forecast

Product / Market knowledge in SG
Close communication lines to product management
More focus on various channels in SG
Table 8.1: pro and con analysis for statistical demand forecaster in Supply group

Organization by Sales organisation
Pro

Con

No split of responsibilities (sales organisations

Difficulty to create two independent plans, which is

remain completely responsible for the sales

needed for objective weighing

forecast)
Close communication lines with sales organization

Product portfolio management (which product

(Trade Marketing, account managers, etc)

should get which forecast model setting in SAP
APO) only possible on RDC leve
No change in communication
No centralised coordination possible (forecast stays
bottom-up)
No full-time job

➔

priority issue

Many demand forecasters need to be trained and
hence standardisation of data analysis will probably
not be achieved
No challenging of with sales organization plans
Table 8.2: pro and con analysis for statistical demand forecaster in Sales Organization

Given this analysis the statistica! demand forecast should be organised by supply group, hence
one or two forecasters will take up the responsibility of creating a new baseline statistica! forecast
related to China sourced Halogen and CFL-I.
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Tuis new function within the supply group is also targeted to relieve one additional (potential)
cause for unbalanced supply and demand. Tuis is due to the fact that currently there are many
handovers in the process of sales forecasting and each succeeding link in this information chain
feels free to change the plan of the predecessor link. With positioning this new role on the supply
group side and making sure that the people assigned to these roles are considered "expert
forecasters" the culture of second-guessing should be abandoned. Additional factor that can help
in this is making the statistica! demand forecasters responsible for collecting, structuring and
documenting the market information provided by the sales organization planners. Besides that, if
judgmental forecasts show extreme values, the statistica! forecaster can challenge the sales
organization. Tuis process should ensure that the best possible statistica!, judgmental and thus
combined forecast is created.

8.2.1 System design for statistical forecast
As mentioned the SAP APO system is used in Philips Lamps Europe to manage the current
forecasting functionality. Tuis system also has statistica! forecasting strategies available, which
are currently not used. The appendix 9 provides an overview of the forecasting strategies
available in SAP APO. The statistica! demand forecaster should, based on his/her analysis select a
forecasting strategy that best fits the data, hence creates the best forecast.

As mentioned; dirty data is expected to be a big problem for achieving greater forecast accuracy
and therefore the system design should enable separate planning of all non-base-sales events (like
campaigns and promotions). Next to that, the order intake for those types of sales should be
separated to achieve clean history of the regular sales that can be used by the statistica! forecaster.
A test has been performed with a small selection (28) products related to Germany where the
local sales planner cleaned the history demand figures (for as far as it was known). Figure 8.1
provides an indication as to what it means for statistica! forecast accuracy when the bias of dirty
data is elirninated:
Statistica! forecast

Statistica! forecast

Without history deaning

With history cleaning

28 German products
,.. Total
Data
# of materials
28
MAPE Statistica!
55%
MAE Statistica!
35,039

28 German products
,.. Total
Data
# of materials
28
33%
MAPE Statistica!
MAE Statistica!
7,403

Figure 8.1: overview of statistical forecast error without and with history cleaning for 28 German
products
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The potential benefit of history cleaning for this test is significant both in absolute error (MAE)
and in relative error (MAPE). The explanation for this is that clean history tends to show less
variance, hence the improved predictive value of statistics.

8.3 Establishing the judgmental forecast
The judgmental forecast currently originates mainly from the minds of the sales forecasters in the
countries. Although they may have all the domain knowledge available to create a good
judgmental forecast it still is very internally focussed. The Efficient Consumer Response (ECR)
framework puts a lot of emphasis on collaboration initiatives. The recently held IGD availability
and demand planning conference in the UK was also very focussed to collaboration between
supplier and retailer and the added value it brings to the control of the supply chain and on shelf
availability. U sage of Point of Sale data in planning provides valuable input to the forecasting
process. This thesis will not go in depth further on this topic, but concludes by stating that
opportunities exist to improve the judgmental input.

8.4 Organization of combining the forecast
One of the reasons to go for embedding the statistica} forecast responsibility at the supply group
side is the fact that the two forecasts can then be made independently from each other. This is
important as in combiningjudgmental and statistica} forecasts the objectivity is the key element.
Several possibilities exist to create two independent forecasts:
1.

Release the statistica} forecast in the new process for reference after the deadline of the
judgmental forecast and afterwards combine the two mathematically (as done in this
thesis).

2. Have the Sales organizations create the forecast on their terms (i.e. in value and on
product group level) to ensure (greater) involvement of account managers and increase
the judgmental value of the forecast.

In both cases it is very important for sales organizations to register the basics of their judgmental
forecast.
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8.5 Further implementation considerations
The current SAP APO system can quite easily be set-up to create a statistical base line forecast.
The tool is able to do so, the data is in, boldly staling: the thing needed is parameter input and it
can be executed. The creation of a separate judgmental forecast to facilitate an objective
combination of the two is not yet set-up in the system and requires additional programming,
setting-up, testing, etc. Therefore this process cannot start immediately, but requires preparation
time. To start as soon as possible with combining judgment and statistics an intermediate step is
suggested that makes use of procedures explained in appendix 6 like revising judgment or
revising extrapolations. In the first case a judgmental forecast is created after which a statistica}
forecast is provided that may be used for adjusting the initia} judgmental forecast. In the Jatter
case the statistica} forecast is provided upfront and judgment is used to adjust it. The best option
for Philips is to start using revising extrapolations where the supply group statistica} forecaster
creates a baseline forecast, which is revised by the sales organizations for known changes in the
environment.
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CHAPTER 9: Conclusions and Recommendations (C&R)
9.1 Introduction
The thesis started with Philips indicating that they suffer from an unbalanced supply and demand
situation with regard to their buy for resale flows for Energy Saving (CFL-I) and Halogen lamps.
Procurement in China is done based on the sales forecast created by Sales organizations
throughout Europe. Tuis forecast was considered to be too poor to base these far stretching
decisions upon. The unbalanced supply and demand situation has been checked and it could be
concluded that the sales forecast inaccuracy correlates with the service performance. Related to
CFL-I both the volume and mix unbalance well-exceeded established benchmarks of 20%. The
Halogen plan was found to be rather good in volume and mix with several important products
within the benchmark of 20%. Main causes for the poor sales forecasting have been found in the
fact that the forecast is sales organization planners have to review too much data, on a too
detailed level, with tools that do not really suit this purpose.

Judgment (the primary input of today ' s forecast) however, is considered a valuable input to the
forecasting process as CFL-I and Halogen lamps are mainly sold to the retail market. Tuis
market, an oligopoly, has very specific dynamics with frequent promotional activity and
periodical tender cycles. The design phase of this thesis therefore focused on analyzing if
statistica} forecasting can aid in structuring the data analysis and if a combination with the current
judgmental forecast adds (additional) value to the accuracy of the plan.

9.2 C & R regarding exploratory data analysis
In order to create a statistica} forecast the portfolio of both Halogen and CFL-I has been analyzed
and categorized according to the portfolio matrix. Tuis categorization and decision model for
weighing the judgmental and statistica} forecasts has proven to be of added value for the
combined forecast. Tuis methodology categorizes the product portfolio into a matrix according to
the stage in the life cycle and the variance in historie demand. Literature supported in creating
statistic and judgmental weighing decisions that should maxirnize the forecasting accuracy. The
recommendation to Philips Lamps Europe is to perform such data analysis for their entire
portfolio to provide structure and unity. Besides categorizing the portfolio in this way a further
data analysis (proposed in appendix 7) should help the forecaster to select one of the forecasting
strategies available in the SAP APO system.
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9.3 C & R regarding process design
The process design focused on selecting a methodology to generate better forecasts compared to
the current judgmental method. The methodology tree for forecasting indicated that a
combination of judgment and statistics could be of added value to the problem at hand. The
proposed method in the process design is to objectively combine statistica} and judgmental
forecasts by computing a (weighted) mean of the two. Various weighing alternatives are
considered based on a sample data set of Philips Lighting. As there is a significant trend and
seasonality in the sales data related to China sourced Halogen and CFL-I the test with in total 137
products in three different life cycles was executed using the seasonal linear regression forecast
method. The test included evaluating if top-down or bottom-up forecasting is preferable and if
weighing judgment and statistics according to the proposed variance category and life cycle
categories adds value. Another aspect of the test included to evaluate if forecasting on the
product-channel level improves accuracy on the total product level.

First of all, top-down forecasting yielded approximately the same results as bottom-up forecasting
and also top down channel level forecast was not significantly better than the complete top down
level forecast. The top-down Channel level is preferred because it provides a reference to the BU
structure in Philips enabling easy reference for managers of the forecast. The test result for
combined forecasting yielded considerable improved forecasts for both Halogen and CFL-I. The
recommendation therefore is to start using this way of working. Disaggregating to the sales
organization-channel-product level from the top down channel level is advised if needed, but the
channel-product level forecast should be leading.

The MASE for CFL-I improved by 21,0% related to the combined forecast, while Halogen
improvement equals 16,8%. As Halogen was well represented in this analysis the total
improvement in forecast accuracy equals 17 ,8%. These improvements are regarded as significant
and should have its positive effects on (safety) stock levels / working capitals tied-up in
inventories related to this Buy for Resale flow and service levels. Next to that a potential
reduction of actions to fly-in goods to cope with unplanned demand swings is expected.

9.4 Recommendations regarding organization and system
The future forecasting process is designed to be a joint effort by sales organizations and supply
groups, where the supply group takes care for the statistical base line forecast, which includes
phase-in and phase-out actions. Sales organizations create the judgmental forecast on their
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preferred unit of measure and aggregation level. The combination of the two, forces these parties
to have a dialogue, which is the basis for sales and operational planning (S&OP). Sales
organizations are advised to keep the events separated from regular demand both in planning and
in sales order processing to facilitate a good statistica} forecast. The system should support in that
by allowing separate registration of forecasted events and sales order processing that allows
highlighting if a sales order is related to an event.

9.5 Limitations of thesis and further recommendations
A first limitation to this study and to the results is that the data used to do these analysis could not
be cleaned for events like e.g. promotions, campaigns, etc as simply no record is kept of such
events making it impossible to obtain this. For a small portfolio related to Germany a test with
corrected history is performed, which adds significant value to the statistica} forecast accuracy,
but consumes a lot of time and is sensitive to errors. It is therefore recommended to keep future
data clean at the source, by planning events separately and keeping order intake split.

A second limitation is the fact that only two forecasting strategies have been used to simulate the
benefits of statistica} forecasting and combined forecasting compared to judgmental forecasting.
It should be noted that seasonal linear regression resulted in improvements for many products in
the analysis; it also frequently performed worse than the judgmental forecast. As differentiating
between statistica} forecast strategies based on product characteristics is expected to add further
value, a forecaster should surely use the option to do so.

The third limitation to this study is the fact that the current judgmental forecast used in this
analysis for weighing in the combination forecast is created bottom-up. The statistica! forecast
has been created top-down and a weighted average of the two is therefore not ideal. To get a true
reliable top-down judgmental forecast for a sufficient amount of products to have predictive
power for this study was regarded not feasible due to time limitations. Tuis may have had
negative consequences for the accuracy of the judgmental plan picturing it worse than it
potentially could have been if it were created (more) top-down.

A final limitation is that no attention has been given in this thesis for improving the judgmental
forecast using known methods like Delphi sessions, judgmental bootstrapping, etc. With that a
total row in the portfolio matrix related to products in the introduction stage is not covered. Tuis
topic is regarded very valuable for further studies into improving the forecasting process.
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Glossary
12NC
AG
APO
APO-OP
BfR
BG
BOM
BOME
BU
BUCLE
BUPLE
C&EE
GAG
CFL-1
CMSU
DACH
EBIT
EOC
FG
GE
GLS
HALO
HID
IBLC
IFO
IPLC
LCC
MAG
MAT
MTP
NORDIC
OEM
PD
PLO
PLT
PMPC
RDC

SEBO
SG
SP
TUCFL-ni
PIPO
EMEA
NAFTA
LATAM
APR
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12 Numeric Code (a product specific to a region)
Article Group
Advanced Planner and Optimizer (a module of SAP)
APO - Demand Planner (an add-on to the APO module of SAP)
Buy tor Resale (a typification tor finished products purchased trom 3rd party suppliers)
Business Group (next level below PD)
Bill Of Material
Back Office Middle Europe (grouping of countries: BeNeLux and DACH) located in Acht,
Netherland Also referred to as RDC Acht
Business Unit (next level below BG)
Business Unit Consumer Lamps Europe
Business Unit Professional Lamps Europe
Centra! and Eastern Europe (all countries east of Germany, Austra and ltaly)
Committed Article Group (an AG specific toa factory)
Compact Fluorescent Lamps - lntegrated (a Supply Group)
Country Marketing and Sales Unit (a Sales organisation)
A geographic area referring to Germany (D), Austria (A) and Switzerland (CH)
Earnings Betore Interest and Taxes
European Ordering Code (a product)
Finished Goods
Genera! Electric (a competitor of Philips Lighting)
The Supply Group tor lncandescent lamps
Halogen lamps (a Supply Group)
High lntensity Discharçie (a Supply Group)
International Buying and Logistic Centre (a finished good Buying centre)
lncome From Operations
International Production and Logistic Centre (a factory)
Logistic Competence Centre (the SAP system name tor an RDC)
Main Article Group
Moving Annual Total (the sum of the previous 12 months)
Medium Term Planning
A geographic area referring to Denmark, Norway, Finland and Sweden
Original Equipment Manufacturer
Product Division (e.g. Lighting, Medica!, etc)
Philips Lighting Distribution (the internal logistic service provider tor Lighting)
Product Line Team
Post Markinçi and Packaging Centre (stamping and packing of lamps)
Reçiional Distribution Centre
South Europe Back Office (grouping of countries: France, Spain, ltaly, Greece and Portugal)
located in Villeneuve Saint George, France. Also referred to as RDC VSG
Supply Group (
Strategie Plan
Tubular Lamps / Compact Fluorescent Lamps - non-integratèd (a Supply Group)
Phase In - Phase Out
Europe Middle East and Africa
North America and Foreign Trade Area
Latin America
Asia Pacific Region
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Appendix 3: Organisational roles and incentives related to sales forecasting
Appendix 4: Root cause analysis of sales forecast inaccuracy
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Appendix 5a: Main SAP BW report used in sales forecasting
Appendix 6: Further data analysis
Appendix 7: Integration approaches for judgment and statistica! forecasts
Appendix 8: Detailed result of statistics vs judgment vs combination
Appendix 9: Forecasting strategies in SAP APO
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Appendix 1: Case study Genie lamps
A casestudy of an individual product group (Genie energy saving lamps) will enhance
understanding of the effects of poor sales forecasting on the inventories and service performance.
First an outline of the issue is provided via a historie analysis of the sales forecasts and real sales
trends after which

What is visualized in figure 2 below is the sales trend Moving Annual Totals combined with
Medium Term Planning (MTP) data for the Genie lamp.
Each dot on the MAT realities line represents the sum of total sales in the twelve months before.
The MTP lines are a combination of realities and planning (MTP) data. Each MTP line represents
an MTP made in a specific period. (e.g. the MTP 08.2005 line represents the MTP that bas been
made in August 2005 ). The first dot being Sep 2005 on the MTP 08.2005 line represents realities
of the period Oct 2004 - Aug 2005 + the MTP figure for Sep 2005. The last dot on that line is the
sum of twelve monthly MTP figures.
Genie sales plans vs reality
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Figure 1: Historie sales forecasts versus reality sales for Genie lamp

It can be concluded from this graph that the MTP figures made for the near future are more
reliable than the MTP figures made for the further future (=logica!). What also is visible is that
sales organisations tend to plan very conservatively for this product. The plan made in Feb 2005
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expected a total sales over the planning horizon of 8,4 M Lamps, while the reality is over 13 M
Lamps MAT in Feb 2006, an underestimation of 4,6 Million Lamps.

The issue with this type of conservative planning is the capacity restrictions and allocation in the
Far East. The total global sales follow similar growing trends and the capacity to produce these
lamps is limited. The allocation in the Far East in case of a longer-term scarcity is made based on
the forecast that was communicated in the beginning of the year. That forecast is a product of the
budgeting rounds and may not be (too much) overstated as that potentially impacts EBIT forecast
versus reality in a negative way. Result: MTP with some (smaller) adjustments is the plan that is
communicated to the Far East.

The consequence is that in quarter 1 and 2 of 2006 the whole European mar ket was in scarcity for
these types of lamps. Sales were climbing, but supplies were too late or simply not coming at all.

From June onwards however Philips faced a completely different situation when the demand for
these Genie lamps fell far bebind the plan. In the months June, July, August and September the
realized sales were about 60% of the plan. Supplies however were increasing to meet plans and
catch-up the scarcity. Inventories rose a significant 11 Million Euro in three months and the
pressure from management to get out of the scarcity situation turned into pressures to stop the
inventory build-up. Supplies were stopped, lamps landed in Europe were kept in the harbor to
prevent paying import duties and more actions were taken to prevent the inventories even rising
further. Below the effects on inventories and service levels are visualized.
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Figure 2: inventory details CFL-1 lamps 2004-2006
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Appendix 2 Analysis Unbalanced Supply and Demand
The problem statement indicated earlier is: "The BG Lamps Europe is facing unbalanced supply

and demand resulting in inventory and/or service issues in their China supply chain". Questions
to be answered in this paragraph are: (1) is that true?, (2) is that caused by a poor demand plan?
Unbalanced supply and demand in this respect means that the volume and mix purchased from
China and supplied to the RDC' s at a certain moment do not correspond to the volume and mix
required by the market at that moment. Potential situations are:

•

Philips did not purchase the right volume and mix

•

Philips purchased the right volume and mix, but the supply variance resulted in late deliveries
to the market, resulting in lost sales

Testing the validity of the first point will provide the input needed to conclude if Philips Lighting
is suffering from an unbalanced supply and demand, caused by sales forecast inaccuracy. The
next section will investigate the ordered quantity by customers in month Tand relate that to the
sales forecast made in T-4 (when the order was placed). Tuis will be done first on the aggregate
levels of CFL-I and Halogen for the months in 2006 (to test volume) and second on the ten
biggest products in those product groups (to test mix). Below figure 2 provides insight into the
delta of plan versus real for all Buy for Resale (China) CFL-I and Halogen products.
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Planned (in month T-4) vs Real sales (month T) volume Halogen
IBLC
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Figure 2: 2006 planned (plan made in T-4) versus real sales (T) for CFL-1 and Halogen Buy for
Resale (source SAP BW)
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The graphs in figure 2 display significant deviations of up to -105% for CFL-I in June 2006 and
35% for Halogen in January 2006. The Mean Absolute Percent Error (MAPE = the absolute
percent error of the plan from reality) for CFL-I is 31 % and for Halogen is 15%. Also visible
from this figure is that the variance of deviations for CFL-I is bigger compared to Halogen. A
variance calculation shows aten-times bigger variance for CFL-I, thus it is more unpredictable
what real sales will be when looking at the plan for CFL-I than it is for Halogen. Purchasing in
China is done based on the sales forecast, which leads to concluding that volume-wise the supply
is not balanced with the sales or at the least it is very difficult to base purchasing decisions on the
sales forecast.

Getting the total volume right in the plan is important to some degree for financial planning, but
the customers of Philips Lighting are particularly interested in the availability of physical
products (e.g. an Genie energy saver of 8W with an E27 cap with a specific stamp and box). The
total portfolio of Buy for resale CFL-I in 2006 encompassed 442 products planned. For Halogen
355 active products have been planned in 2006. The below section will look at the planned sales
mix versus the realised sales mix, for the ten most important products for Halogen and CFL-I.

If this should yield a planned mix that is significantly inconsistent with reality, it is considered
proven that Philips Lighting suffers from unbalanced supply and demand as a result of a poor
sales forecasting performance. Platting the percent errors of both CFL-I and Halogen in each of
the 2006 months gives the following tables 1 and 2.
MAP~i:] Description
•!
32173% Abs % error871150079725455
385% Abs % error 871150079724755
1
137%Abso/, error 871150031504510
1
lc:671% Abs % error871150079726155
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303% Abs % error 871150079727855 -,
151% Abs % erro;-871150031457410
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Table 1: (Meao) APE for sample of ten most important CFL-1 Buy for Resale products
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Next question then is: is this significantly poor or is this in line with industry averages?
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Table 2: (Meao) APE for sample of ten most important Hal ogen Buy for Resale products
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Mentzer & Cox (1984)4 examined forecast errors for various levels in the product hierarchy and
for different horizons. They found a 20% MAPE on the product level to be the benchmark.
Beware that the survey was executed in 1984 and a lot bas happened in the meantime with tooling
and methodology. Relating the performance of the sampled CFL-I and Halogen products it can be
noted that all ten CFL-I products significantly exceed the benchmark of 20% MAPE. Four out of
ten products in the Halo gen sample exceed the benchmark of 20%.

As mentioned in the previous chapter there are several projects running to reduce the overall
China lead-time. Tuis rnight reduce the effect of the sales forecasting inaccuracy as ordering in
China would then be done based on the plan made in T-3 or T-2. One way to test this is by
checking the inaccuracy of the plans made in the month T-3 and T-2 for month T. Results of this
exercise comparing the previous MAPE on the top-level aggregation (CFL-I and Halogen) are
displayed in table 3.

Supply Group

MAPE T-4 plan

MAPE T-3 plan

MAPE T-2 plan

CFL-I

31%

31%

32%

Halogen

15%

13%

10%

Table 3: comparison planning accuracy plan made in T-4 versus plan of T-3 and T-2

Information from this table indicates that the planning accuracy improves for Halogen if Philips is
able to reduce the overall China lead-time by one or two months. For CFL-I the plan even starts
getting slightly worse, which is contrary to common expectations that plans are better for the near
future than they are for the distant future. Overall, in this test, the accuracy of the plan shows little
sensitivity to the moment it is made.

2.3.2.1 Salesforecasting in relation to service level performance
To prove the case that the inaccuracy in planning results in unbalanced supply and demand, hence
service related issues, the following hypothesis needs to be tested:

The planning accuracy correlates significantly to the service level performance (i.e. JUi rate)

4

The survey results from 160 corporations are crude because most firms do not keep systematic records. Further, the

study was ambiguous in its definitions of the time interval. "Under 3 months" probably refers to 'monthly' in most
cases, but the length of time is not apparent for "Over 2 years."
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The below figure 3 shows similar graphs as presented in figure 2, but now also includes the
service level in the red line (referring to the secondary axis).

Planned (in rronth T-4) VS Real sales (rmnth 1) volume CFL-1 IBLC
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Figure 3: 2006 planned (plan made in T-4) versus real safes (T) in relation to the service level for
CFL-1 and Halogen Buy for Resale (source SAP BW)
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There is an interesting observation to be made from these two graphs. The fill-rate service level 5
target is 97% and visible in the left graph is that for CFL-I from January to May the service level
is significantly below target (85% ), while the sales forecast is not too bad from the volume point
of view. In the period June to September the real sales dropped significantly below the plan
raising the inventory levels (as purchasing is done based on the plan). Tuis raised the service
levels, but also lead the management to take action on the sudden eleven million Euro inventory
increase of CFL-I. Tuis was a temporary full stop of all shipments ex China, which also harmed
the service level for Halogen from September onwards. Tuis case explains some of the dynamics
and interrelations that can affect service levels and area direct consequence of the inaccuracy of
the sales forecast.

There are also factors that can influence the service level performance and are nota consequence
of the planning inaccuracy, like:
•

Supply lead-time variation (delays due to capacity shortage production, customs, quality
checks, Warehouse hooking-in/ hooking-out, etc)

•

Supply quantity variation (rejects from quality control, transportation damages, etc)

•

Genera} pressure on inventory levels / working capita} reduction

Tuis leads to the belief that the correlation will not be perfect. A quick check shows that the
correlation of service level and planning accuracy for CFL-I is 42%, while Halogen correlation is
29%. With the dynamics as described above and the other factors that can be of influence to the
service level performance, these correlations are considered to be significant. Next to that, several
projects are running in Philips to address the other factors influencing supply and demand
unbalance. A quick listing of the four most important projects yields:
1.

Shortcut: reduction of supply lead-time and variance by supplying lamps directly from China
into one of the Regional Distribution Centre' s

2.

Proper quality control and shipment control at the source (in China)

3.

Postponement of making lamps customer specific (create mix flexibility)

4.

Additional supplier in closer by low wage area's (like Dubai)

Given the correlation and the fact that no project currently addresses the forecasting inaccuracy
leads to believing that there is an opportunity in doing so.

5

Number of orderlines fulfilled directly from stock divided by the total number of orderlines received ➔

Target= 97 %
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2.3.3 Concluding remarks
Tuis appendix investigated the problem area and found that volume wise, on the highest
aggregation levels; the plan for CFL-1 reported a 31 % error (MAPE), while Halogen reports a
15% error. The mix planning for the ten biggest CFL-1 products yielded worrisome results with
significant errors ofup to 30.000%. Halogen lamps seem to be more predictable than CFL-1 with
errors on six products below the benchmark of 20% (defined by Mentzer & Cox (1984)).

Next to this the chapter tested the sensitivity of the planning accuracy in case the lead-time from
China to Europe reduces by one or two months, which showed that even with only one month
lead-time the plan is still substantially flawed that supply and demand will be unbalanced.
Comparing the sales planning (in)accuracy with the service level performance resulted in the
belief that the correlation between the two indicators will not be perfect due to various disturbing
factors. The correlation for CFL-1 and Halogen amount to 42% and 29% respectively, which is
considered to be significant enough to commence a study to improve the sales forecasting
accuracy.

In short: there is improvement needed in the sales forecasting accuracy to allow for better
management of the CFL-1 and Halogen buy for resale supply chains. The next chapter will
explain the current sales forecasting process and analyses the root-causes for the low sales
forecasting accuracy.
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Appendix 3 Organizational roles and incentives related
to sales forecasting
Customer:
Involvement:
Incentive for involvement or

A vailability of lamps

adjusting:
Reason(s) for (limited)

Philips order prioritization is FIFO so no direct link towards

involvement:

availability for the specific customer

KPI

Fill rate ex W arehouse / Philips delivery accuracy

(Key) account manager
Involvement:
Incentive for involvement or

A vailability of lamps related to his/her account( s)

adjusting:

Customer satisfaction

Reason(s) for (limited)

Plan made on total channel

involvement:

specifics
Plan made on quantities

➔

level ➔

no insight into account

agreements and incentives based

on Euro
No direct link to availability of lamps for specific account

KPI

Annual customer satisfaction survey score on account
management
Profitability of account (Integral margin, EBIT)

Sales forecaster at sales organization
Involvement:
Incentive for involvement or

A vailability of correct type of lamps

adjusting:

KPI on sales forecast reliability linked to bonus

Reason(s) for (limited)

It' s his/her role to be involved

involvement:

KPI

Sales forecasting reliability for his/her sales organization /
channel
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IPLC planner at factory
Involvement:
Incentive for involvement or

A vailability of correct type of lamps

adjusting:

KPI on intake plan reliability linked to bonus

Reason(s) for (limited)

It' s his/her role to be involved

involvement:

Sales forecast is basis for intake planning, capacity planning
and procurement planning

KPI

Fill rate in commercial warehouse
Inventory levels for his/her portfolio

Procurement planner at factory / IBLC
Involvement:
Incentive for involvement or

A vailability of correct type of components (production

adjusting:

continuity)
Maintain good relationship with supplier(s) by providing
forward visibility
Purchasing efficiency

Reason(s) for (limited)

Short or long supply lead-times by supplier(s)

involvement:

Quality of sales forecasts

KPI

Purchasing efficiency
Component inventory levels

China Sourcing Group
Involvement:
Incentive for involvement or

Communication and alignment with China based suppliers

adjusting:

(overall planning and allocation)

Reason(s) for (limited)

Plans are communicated as one-way traffic

involvement:

only in case of scarcity the allocation will differ from the plan

KPI

Global planning accuracy (of all demand on CSG)
RLIP ( delivered on time based on request)
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Supply Chain Manager
Involvement:
Incentive for involvement or

Remain in control of factory production / procurement and

adjusting:

adjust with high level knowledge (e.g. re-allocation of
portfolio, market developments)
Overall inventory and service level control

Reason(s) for (limited)

It' s his/her role to be involved

involvement:

Inventory levels are communicated to management and are
incorporated in budgets and F&A rolling forecasts

KPI

Fill rate in commercial warehouse
Inventory levels for the supply group
EBIT, Working Capita} and cash-flow levels

Supply group fmancial controller
Involvement:
Incentive for involvement or

Turnover and inventory level as input for rolling forecast

adjusting:

and/or budgets

Reason(s) for (limited)

Used as basis for financial planning of turnover and inventory

involvement:

management

KPI

EBIT, Working Capita} and cash-flow accuracy
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Appendix 4 : Root-cause analysis sales forecast
inaccuracy
Whyl: Wrong estimation of actual demand in the month
Why2: Customers' disappointing sales
Why3: Seasonal conditions (e.g. Sep 06 was still a very sunny month)
Wby2: Over- or under-estimation due to wrong setting of distribution %
Why3: Mix bas cbanged and other mix implies other distribution %
Wby4: customer base cbanged (new/ departed customers)
Wby4: other demand pattern of customers
Wby5 : other sales pattern of consumers
Wby2: Over- or under-estimation due to wrong analysis done
Why3: limited knowledge offorecasting tecbniques in CMSU' s or tecbniques are
not applied
Wby4: Size of portfolio and time constraint does not allow CMSU' s to
analyze eacb material individually

Why3: available tools (SAP APO) and reports do not allow immediate
visuals on trends and demands (too much number crunching)
Wby4: not installed / possible in current set-up
Wby2: no or limited involvement of account management
Why3: Plan made on total cbannel level ➔ no insigbt into account specifics,
bence added value for account manager is limited
Wby4: Account level is unavailable in current set-up
Why5: Account level planning with current way of working
requires significant more effort to establisb
Wby6: Number of to be planned units per sales
organization increases by factor 2 minimum
Why3 : Plan made on quantities per material ➔ Communication to customers,
agreements and incentives based on Euro's and product groups

Why4: primary objective of MTP is to provide input to factories on
what to produce and factories work with materials and quantities
Why3: No direct link to availability of lamps for specific account
Wby4: supply cbain set-up for Lamps Europe works based on FirstCome-First-Serve principle, bence no link of planning accuracy of
account with allocation of inventory
Wby2: no or limited involvement of demand planner
Wby3 : demand planner bas too many other responsibilities and does not regard
demand planning as bigbest priority (mainly professional channel)
Wby4: structure of organization in that country
Why5: cost lirnitations (one man to do logistic management,
some account management and demand planning for that
cbannel)
Wby6: size of cbannel in that country
Wby4: no data is missing as SAP APO anybow fills the system
automatically
Wby4: factory planners anybow make adjustments to the plan if they
don ' t trust it.
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Whyl: Campaigns ➔ Some CMSU's tend to communicate to factories that they
need to deliver the campaign one month earlier than they really need to
Why2: Their experience / perception shows that factories are always late with
delivering the campaign so they build-in extra (time) safety
Why3: it frequently occurs that factories are late with delivering
campaigns
Why4: factories are too optimistic about their own delivery
performance to RDC' s (CLIP)
Why5: there is no or limited pressure from management to
improve this delivery performance
Why4: campaign is on top of normal demand and always requires
flexibility from factories, which may be consumed àlready due to
other campaigns / promotions or incidentals.
Why5 : sales organizations individually plan campaigns,
which may result in several campaigns impacting the same
factory
Why4: campaign form was not submitted to the factory in time to
enable them to respond in time (e.g. in Buy for Resale the
campaign form should be delivered to the procurement planner an
absolute minimum of 95 days before in order to respond in time)
Why5: customer did not plan campaign well in advance or
did not have sufficient clarity yet on the size of the
campaign
Why6: "well in advance" differs per material as a
campaign usually encompasses different materials
from different factories
Why7: not always clear fora CMSU what
the order to commercial inventory lead-time
for a specific material is
Why2: Not or partly delivering a campaign in retail is fatal to the business
Why3: in tender cycles this is the type of moments customers remember
when evaluating the current supplier, before choosing a new supplier
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Why 1: Campaigns ➔ quantity of campaign safes overstated
Why2: Customer may have build-in some (bidden) volume flexibility
Why3: in case campaign demand is higher than initially expected
Why4: maximize campaign tumover / profit
Why2: CMSU may have build-in some (bidden) volume flexibility
Why3: not being able to provide the customer with some volume
flexibility during a campaign in retail may be fatal to the business
Why4: maximize campaign tumover / profit
Why4: in tender cycles this is the type of moments customers
remember when evaluating the current supplier, before choosing a
new supplier
Whyl: Product unavailability (scarcity)
delivered

➔

total (planned) demand cannot be

Why2: total market demand is greater than production capacity
Why2: lack of components
Why3: component manufacturer capacity constraints / problems
Why2: production problems in factory
Why3: machine breakdown, planner error, component quality, etc
Why2: total China lead-time more unreliable than assumed when ordering
Why3: delays in production and shipping ex China
Why4: maturity of Chinese suppliers not yet up to standards
Why4: suppliers may have their own agenda
Why3: delays in harbor handling (in China and/or in Europe)
Why3: allocation of production capacity towards Europe not adequate
Why4: deviation from earlier commitments based on budget
Why2: quality of China products not up to standard (rejects on arrival in Europe)
Why3: no consistent quality performance
Why4: maturity of Chinese suppliers not yet up to standards
Why 1: During scarcity, CMSU' s tend to raise planned demands for the scarcity
item(s)
Why2: to obtain a better allocation of the available inventory as inventory
allocation during scarcity is based on a weighted average of MTP combined with
other commercial considerations
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Appendix 5: Sales forecasting procedures
Data collection
Sales forecasting in Larnps Europe is mainly a judgmental process using anchoring of historie
sales and domain knowledge to create an estimate of future sales. It is therefore interesting to
look at the procedures of collecting the market information that forms a large part of the basis for
the plan. Information gathering on future demand is done for a selected number of customers /
accounts and is mainly a manual process. The process of gathering information is different per
sales channel and is detailed out below.

Consumer channel
In the consumer or retail channel the process of information gathering involves account managers
discussing with the key accounts the current demand and the expectations the customer has on his
potential future sales. The discussion limits itself to a high aggregation level and usually has
different time buckets than the demand-planning tool Philips uses (e.g. customer indicates the
expectation to sell x% more Halogen lamps in the next year). The division by month and by
product is left up to the sales forecasters at Philips. In retail there are some customers that agreed
to the Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) concept by which Philips planners have direct insight in
the consumption of the customer and replenish the customer inventory d_irectly. The amount of
customers willing and able to engage in VMI is limited as this concept creates a certain amount of
dependency for the customer on services of Philips. Currently no applications exist to make use
of the point-of-sale (POS) data at the customer outlet for sales forecasting purposes. Another
source of information used in the sales forecasting process is the initiatives of customers to do
promotions / campaigns. Promotional sales usually involve existing lamps in promotional
packing sometimes combined with a premium. For this type of sales special agreements are made
at a detailed level.

Professional channel
In the professional channel the wholesalers are just another link in the chain of demand. Order
intake there is mainly dependent on the sales reps visiting the customer and no real input is
provided that provides a clue on the future demand. All input here is dependent on the keyaccount manager providing his/her expectation. As these customers are not one-to-one linked to
Philips (multi-sourcing) they are reluctant to link up with Philips systems. Other customers
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categorised under professional (like installers) mainly work based on projects and that part of the
professional demand can be estimated accurately.

OEM channel
These customers have a production process in which they use a selected amount of products or
work based on projects. Some OEM customers are able to provide pretty detailed purchase levels
on product level via their bill of material and their production planning. Frequent discussions
between Philips and the (larger) customers take place in the form of a customer connectivity
process.

The demand information gathered by account managers, sales reps or via other methods is all to
be processed and judged by the sales planner responsible for each sales channel in a country. For
an exact description of the procedures to be followed by the sales planner before making such
adjustments, please see the next paragraphs

Tool setup

The tool used for sales forecasting within Philips Lamps Europe is SAP APO (Advanced Planner
and Optimizer). Figure 3.4 provides an overview of the forecasting aggregation levels embedded
in SAP APO.
BG Lamps Europe

LCC Pila

Etc

Consumer

Material 1
Material2
Etc

Consumer

Material 1
Material2
Etc

Material 1
Material 2
Etc

Material 1
Material2
Etc

OEM

Material 1
Material2
Etc

Material 1
Material 2
Etc

Figure 3.4: sales forecasting aggregation levels

The conclusion from above explanations and figure 3.4 is that the sales forecast is created
bottom-up, meaning that each organization is planning individually and the sum of those leads to
the total aggregated forecast.
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Products can additionally be aggregated along the product hierarchy (Figure 3.5), which enables
linkage to factories , capacity units, supply groups, etc.
Business Group (e.g. Lamps)
Supply Group (e.g. GLS)
Main Article Group
Article Group
Committed Article group (link to factory)
Individual products
Figure 3.5: Product hierarchy

Procedures and methods
Although the planning process is in principle a monthly process, it also has some activities that
are done only once a year. Before explaining the monthly repetitive activities first the annual
activities will be highlighted below.

Annual activities related to sales forecasting
The activities that are only done once a year are:
•

Determination of those key-Committed Article Groups (CAG) that require monthly
manual/special attention per sales organization

•

Determination of the monthly split (the seasonal pattern) per product that is active under a
sales organization.

Key-CAG determination
A committed article group (CAG) is linked / committed one-to-one toa factory. The factory
determines in cooperation with Sales Organizations those CAGs that are important per sales
organization to have special attention on. For this, the factory looks at historie sales and an
expectation per CAG per sales organization to identify the CAG' s important enough for this
special attention from sales forecasters. Tuis process aims to limit the amount of planning work to
be done in a sales organization. The products not belonging to a key-CAG are also planned
manually, but less specific attention is given to them, unless there are special events related to
those products.
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Monthly split determination
With the 11.000 products (for BU consumer only) it is impossible to analyze and input sales
forecasts for the coming twelve months per month bucket per product manually as that would
result in 11.000 x 12 = 132.000 entries each month. The simplification of the process is therefore
that a sales forecaster once a year deterrnines the seasonality pattern and inserts that into the
system. Tuis allows him/her to adjust the year-total each month per product and let the system
make the split over the coming 12 coming months.
The example below demonstrates this process:

Year level
lnvoiced sales
Seasonal pattem
Plan coming 12 me

Jan
312
;

.....- -soa<7A--O.,,.,

Feb
30
10%
36

Mar
27
9%
32

Apr
18
6%
21

May
8
3%
9

Jun
9
3%
11

Jul
10
3%
12

Aug

Oei

Sep

Nov

21

37

47

50

4%
14

7%
25

12%
44

15%
56

16%
59

Figure 2: example detennination of distribution percentages as input for the planning system

Monthly activities related to sales forecasting
The monthly activities are placed in a standard agenda with days of the month where certain steps
must be completed. As soon as a month is closed the actual sales data are updated, which is the
beginning of the sales forecasting process. An updated sales forecast should be available on the
Monday of the third week of the running month. The agenda thus spans two weeks in which the
activities and alignments must have taken place. The steps to be taken by each sales organization
/ Channel are listed and briefly explained below:

Make reports with new updated sales data
After month closure the start of the sales forecasting process is to gather the new data. Reports
show trends, help to find exceptions compared to last month or last year, etc. The most commonly
used reports are visualized in a

endix 4 :

Analyze reports and discuss findings in sales team
The sales forecasters in sales organizations use the analysis of history to come up with a first
indication of what the future demand will do. The history however is a one-line sales figure that
includes all sorts of bias.
Sales as a result of campaigns / promotions
Scarcity situations (due to unavailability of goods the sales generated in month T, while if goods
were available the sales would have been generated in month T-1)
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In some sales organizations a registration of campaign plans is kept which enables correcting the
history. Very few sales organizations really do, because it' s difficult to see what really bas been
sold compared to the plan, especially when it concerns a regular existing product. Correcting the
planned quantity manually potentially may create another bias.

So several (biased) reports are made to look at the sales trends at various levels (customer, several
article groups, etc). With this analysis a proposal is made for the sales of the coming twelve
months. The performance against previous month's plan is used as a check on that projection.
Tuis proposal may be regarded as the technica! plan based on historie sales.

With the first proposal and the analyzed anomalies the sales forecaster organizes a sales meeting
for which the account managers and trade marketing are invited. Based on the 'information'
obtained by account managers and the technica! analysis done, agreements are made for the
manual adjustment and the overall level of business. One must realize that account managers are
responsible for one or more accounts and the 'information' is limited to trends per product group
(e.g. "5% increase in Halogen sales value at this or this customer"). The sales forecaster
consolidates and translates this information in quantities per EOC for the whole channel
(customer level is unavailable in the SAP APO system).
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Include updated safes in the SAP APO tool
Based on the information from the meeting the sales forecasts in SAP APO are updated before
communication to the factory. With that it is always advised to send a remark file with some
highlights of the sales meeting to provide Factories with a better insight into the reasoning bebind
the plan. Most sales organizations enter these annual projections at the product (EOC) level and
use the distribution percentages to divide the annual projection into monthly buckets. Entering the
annual projections is completely manual, while dividing into buckets is done automatic by the
SAP APO system via the distribution percentages. Another possibility for sales organizations is
to enter the annual projections on the CAG level. The system will then first divide that quantity
based on average six-month history over the EOC's in that CAG, before dividing again those
quantities into monthly buckets (so called "automatic mix feature" detailed out below).

Factory analyses quality of sales forecasts
Now the work of the Factory work starts. They analyze the sales forecasts and give feedback in
case of indistinctness. Analyzing as mentioned before is mostly done on the RDC level (a
combination of sales organizations). In case of ' strange things' the factory planner will drill down
to find the origin.

Update remark file
Based on remarks of the factory the sales organization can update the remark file for next months
planning round. Please note that the feedback of the factory is not used to update the plan now,
but is used in the next planning round.
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Appendix Sa: main SAP BW report used in sales forecasting

BU
CFL~

- -

AG

0430
0433
0436
0440
0442
0444
0446
0447
0460
0461
0462
0485

EC03YIESSENTIAL
EC06YIPLEU APR
COVER.EC03YIAMBIANCE {CHINA)ICANDLE
AMBIANCE IPILAl/DELIGHT
Ambiance Pro
INTELLIGENT CFL
PLET PROISLS UNIVERSAL
EXTERIEUR {FOR NORTH AMERICA ONLVI
SL MAGNETIC
PLE-C PRO
PLE-U PRO (EURI
GENIE/6Y STICK EUROPE

Resutt
.,.i . . -

Overall ,Res-ult .__

Real LM Plan LM
PC
PC 341 ,516 493,66 1
2 285 ,963 2,345,146
56,925
1,279.733 1,368,459
93.424
84 ,267
21 ,95 7
18,589
27 3,032 262,849
130,182
113,798
171 ,650 151,961
65,825
59,222
3,294,65_6_ 3,019,632
8,01 1.495 7,920,952
8,01 1,495 7,920 9521

YTM
_L,Y MAT
LY
- -PC
PC
PC
69 341 ,516 4,350,397 4,146,007
97 2,285,963 16,374,946 26.419.455
56,925
X
35.484
163.431
94 1.279.733 8,322,95 9 9,314 ,424
111
93,424
814,882 1,052.73 1
18,589
85
201,160
177,364
104 273,032 6,956 ,024 4,3 15,033
257
X
114 130,182 1,329,216 1,1 81,888
113 171 ,650 1,773,552 1,537,064
11 1
65,825
627 ,102
572,577
109 3,294,656 25,942,061_33,0_35,_057
8,01 1.495 56.728,040 81,915,031
8,011,495 66,728,040 81,915,031

Index LM

--~- o/o

;~}

MAT

CY
__MTP
- ~ - - - PC
PC
4,22 1,850 4,303.763 4,163,400
26,569,906 33,673 ,188 34 ,186,074
220,230
56,925
9,661,927 14,921.306 15,053,767
1,059,020
820,34 8
794.7 86
161,909
204 ,022
202,755
4,223,010 2,409,562 2,344,890
1,180,665 1,273,294 1,243,374
1,525,914 1,423,054 1,370,820
574,572
610,004
590,750
32,001,806 32,79},923 31,588 ,596
81 ,400,809 S 489,3B9 91,539,212
81,400,809 92,489.389 91,539,212

-~-

MATILY MAI_
%
97
162
62 1
116
130
80
61

YTMILYYTM
-·
%
129
107
45,179
137
107
55
75

89
86
92
123
122 122

=

·-Re st CY I Re st LY%
102
129
163
75
129

54

CY ILY MTP I MAT
%
%~
104
99
127 •
129
35
160
156
78
75
115
125
56
56

)(

X

)(

X

99
94
103
76

109
92
107
103
11 5
115

108
93
107
99
113
113

105
90
103
99
11 2

94

94 "

-

~

Figure 1: example of first sales forecasting report

Explanation of the columns in Figure 1 is:
Real LM: reality sales for Last Month
Plan LM: plan made two months earlier for the Last Month
Index LM: Real LM / Plan LM
YTM : the sum of sales for the running year of all previous months in that year
LY MAT: the sum of real 12-month sales for the comparable period as MAT but one year ago
L Y: the total real sales of the previous fiscal year
MAT: the sum of real sales for the foregoing 12 months
CY: the real sales for the passed months in the running year plus the planned sales for the remainder of the running year
MTP: the Medium Term Plan = the sum of future 12 month planned sales
Index columns: MAT/ LY MAT, YTM / LY YTM, Rest CY / Rest LY, CY / LY, MTP / MAT
Tuis report can be created on all relevant planning levels as indicated in Chapter 4, figure 1. lt provides an easy to read overview of the trends per
planning level and provides a first indication of the reliability of the plan (column MTP). Sales forecasters use this report to focus on those groups
or individual products where the trends (see index columns) are questionable.
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Appendix 6: lntegration approaches for judgment and
statistical forecasts
In their 2001 article, Sanders and Ritzman state that: "Researchers have shown thatjudgment
adjustments lead to greater improvements in accuracy when the process is structured, rather than
ad-hoc." They indicate in their study the value of a structured approach for forecast accuracy as
found by several other researchers and conclude that structure adds value. Armstrong and Callopy

(1998} in an earlier study go one step deeper by identifying five procedures for integration that
can bring the required structure to the process of integration :

•

Revising judgment;

•

Combining forecasts ;

•

Revising extrapolations;

•

Rule-based forecasting;

•

Econometrie forecasting .

With these procedures Armstrong and Callopy mention that integration procedures are expected
to be successful to the extent that the judgments and the statistical forecasts are independent. The
below figure 1 visualises the five routes to integrale judgmental and statistica} forecasts . As can
be seen in the below figure, domain knowledge is the key input for these processes.
Domain Knowledge

Judgmenhll
Forecasis

judgmenlal
Forecasls

Revised
Extrapoiation
Forecasts

Combmed

Fareca •

Rule-based

Foreca;,'15

Econometnc
Forecasts

r··- ··- ··- ··-··-··-··-··- ··-··-· - ··-· ·-··-··-··- ··-··-··- ··
: Key:

Inputs <._

1___ , - · · - · · - · ·'

~ >Operations

r '

., _ __ _____

Forecas (shaded areas reprer,çnt lorecasts w;fö integrahon)

, · · - · · - ·· -

··-· · -· · - · · -··

l

-··- ··- ··J

Figure 1: integration procedures for judgmental and statistical forecasts (source: Armstrong and

Callopy 1998)
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Revised judgment
In the paper by Armstrong and Callopy (1998) one method is described where an expert creates a

judgmental forecast, which he/she later can adjust based on a statistica! extrapolation. Several
other researchers investigated this approach using various statistica! extrapolations and
consequently saw improvements in their forecasting accuracy. Potential downside to this
procedure is that forecasters put too much weight on their own judgmental forecast even when
consistently being confronted with reports informing them of the inaccuracy of their judgment
(Lim and O' Connor, 1995) .. Tuis type of revisions is generally referred to as a subjectively
weighed combination of forecasts. The next procedure will look at an objective weighing of
forecasts

Combined forecasts
Tuis method includes making two separate independent forecasts (one statistica] and one
judgmental) and combining those two based on a pre-defined procedure. For example the one that
historically has proven to be more accurate can get a higher weighing in the combining
procedure. According to Armstrong and Callopy (1998) there are three main advantages of
combing in such rigorous ways : first, the method is objective and second, it is easier to disclose
the process fully . Third, they tend to be more accurate because they use knowledge more
effectively. Reasons for improved accuracy of such mechanica! combinations is thatjudgmental
and statistical models have biases that tend to cancel each other out. In a study by Bretschneider
et al ( 1989) it is concluded that an objective weighing of forecasts yields more accurate forecasts
than subjectively weighted forecasts.

Revised extrapolation
The most commonly used way to integrate judgmental and statistica! forecasts is a method where
the statistica! forecast is provided upfront. Tuis situation is more or less equal to the discussion
under the paragraph of "Domain Knowledge", in which Sanders and Ritzman (1992) concluded
that this adds value to the forecast accuracy if indeed the domain knowledge is not reflected in the
past data. Pre-condition is that the statistics extrapolations are not questioned by the market
expert (i.e. the expert should be unbiased). Armstrong and Callopy (1998) conclude by stating
thatjudgmental revisions are risky. Given the <langer of double counting and difficulty of
avoiding biases.
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Rule-based forecasts
Adya, 2001 defines Rule-based forecasting (RBF) as an expert system that uses domain
knowledge to combine forecasts. Key inputs to RBF are domain knowledge from experts about
the characteristics of the time-series and about the causa] forces as input to the extrapolation
models (Callopy and Armstrong, 1998). In Adya's research; four extrapolation methods could be
tailored for applying to a time series, where, based on the features of the time series, RBF
selected and weighted the extrapolation techniques. An example of a rule is: "IF there is a change
in the basic trend THEN add 15% to the weight on random walk AND subtract it from the other
three methods". The features currently available on forecastingprincipes.com are:

Feature Categories

RBF Features

Description

Causal forces

Growth
Decay
Supporting
Opposing
Regressing
Unknown

The net directional effect of the principal factors
acting on the series. Growth exerts an upward
force. Decay exerts a downward force .
Supporting forces push in direction of historica!
trend. Opposing forces work against the trend.
Regressing forces work towards a mean. When
uncertain , forces should be unknown.

Functional form

Multiplicative Additive

Expected pattem of the trend of the series.

Cycles expected

Cycles expected

Regular movement of the series about the basic
trend.

Forecast horizon

Forecast horizon

Horizon for which forecasts are being made.

Subject to events

Subject to events

Start-up series

Start-up series

Related to other series

Related to other series

Types of data

Positive values

Only positive values in time series

Bounded

Bounded values such as percentages and
asymptotes

Missing observations

No missing observations in the series

Level

Biased

Level is not biased by any other events.

Trend

Direction of basic trend

Direction of trend after fitting linear regression
to past data.

Direction of recent trend

The direction of trend that results from fitting
Holt' s to past data.

Significant basic trend (t>2)

The t-statistic for linear regression is greater
than 2.

N umber of observations

Number of observations in the series.

Length of series

TU/ e
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Time interval (e.g. annual)

Time interval represented between the
observations.

Seasonality

Seasonality

Whether seasonality is present in the series.

Uncertainty

Coeff. of variation about trend
>Ü.2

Standard deviation divided by the mean for the
trend adjusted data.

Basic and recent trends differ

Basic and recent trends not in same direction

Irrelevant early data

Early portion of the series results from a
substantially different underlying process.

Suspicious pattern

Series that show a substantial change in recent
pattern.

Unstable recent trend

Series that show marked changes in recent trend
pattern.

Outliers present

Isolated observation near a 2 std. deviation band
of linear regress.

Recent run not long

The last six period-to-period movements are not
in same direction.

Near a previous extreme

A last observation that is 90% more than the
highest or 110% lower than lowest observation.

Changing basic trend

Underlying trend that is changing over the long
run.

Level discontinuities

Changes in the level of the series (steps)

Last observation unusual

Last observation deviates substantially from
previous data.

Instability

Table 1: Rule based forecasting list offeatures (source: www.forecastingprinciples.com)

The selection of features relies heavily on judgment of the forecaster / expert. Next to that, this
method is very expensive and reliability of feature selection rating according to Adya, 2001 is
modest. There have been some studies to automate six feature selections, which lead Adya, 2001
to conclude that the use of automated feature detection heuristics reduces the costs of using RBF
without negatively affecting forecast accuracy.

Ina study by Callopy and Armstrong (1992b) the feasibility of rule-based forecasting bas been
assessed. The improvement in accuracy of the rule-based forecasts over equally weighted
combined forecasts was statistically significant. Rule-based forecasting was more accurate than
equal-weights combining in situations involving significant trends, low uncertainty, stability, and
good domain expertise.
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Econometrie forecasts
Usually research refers to econometrie models when judgmental methods are used to identify a
model and regression is used to obtain estimates for the coefficients of this model (Callopy and
Armstrong, 1998). Fildes (2001) highlights a strategy to be used by econometrie forecasters to
obtain maximum value from the domain knowledge that is also key to this method

•

Define the objectives of the modelling effort

•

Determine the set of variables to use based on economie theory and previous work .

•

Collect the data, generally as long a time series as possible .

•

Form an initia! specification of the model.

•

Estimate the model

•

Assess model adequacy by conducting misspecification tests .

•

Simplify the model as much as possible by employing specification tests .

•

Compare the out-of-sample performance of the final model or models against the
performance of a benchmark model

Creation of the model and choosing the right variables is key to any good econometrie forecast.
Tuis however is where also the judgment / subjective biases tend to lurk around the corner. Tuis
involves experts relying too heavily only on their judgment on which variables to choose that
they become blind for equally- or more important variables.

Conclusion
The choice of integration approach was found to have a substantial impact on forecast accuracy.
When there is high uncertainty or instability in the historica! data, the authors reconunend
revising judgment, revising extrapolations, or combining. Rule-based forecasting is recommended
when good domain knowledge is available, when significant trends are present and there is low
uncertainty. When future conditions are expected to contain trends that are contrary to
expectations, econometrie models are recommended.

Pre-condition for any structured integration attempt is to document the changes that have been
made for future reference. With this documentation forecasters can evaluate the types of
adjustments they made, the reasons for making them and see if the adaptations led to greater
forecast accuracy. Tuis feedback will help forecasters to learn and improve (Sanders and
Ritzman, 2001)
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Appendix 7 : Further data analysis
Other important indicators for portfolio analysis
Next to the two axes of the portfolio matrix some additional indicators are needed for a forecaster
to make the best possible decisions related to statistica] strategy selection. These are obtained
from Shearer, 1994:
•

Seasonality

•

Trend (up - down - stable)

These indicators are explained in more details be low.

Seasonality
A product is considered to have seasonality if in certain periods of the year the sales are
significantly more or less compared to other periods in the year. For Philips, seasonality is mainly
related to the <lark and light days of the year (autumn, winter, spring, summer). Tuis makes the
length of the seasonality pattern equal to one year. The procedure for calculating if a product has
seasonality is:
•

Calculate fraction of sales for each quarter (if multiple years are available the average of
multiple years should be calculated)

•

Calculate absolute deviation of quarterly fractions from the average fraction (25%)

•

Calculate average deviation

Graphing of the seasonal pattern for several average deviations provides below figure 3.
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Given above graph it is concluded that if products have an average deviation of more than 4%
(the yellow line) the product is considered seasonal.

Trend
Trend is calculated by computing the least squares line through the data. The linear regression
line is usually written as y = a + b*t, where ' a' is the intercept and 'b' is the slope. The slope
provides an indication how much the series in-or decrease per period t. Computing the slope
against the average demand per period provides some relative
indication on how strong the series is declining. The figure 2 on
the right indicates the borders defining in which growth category
a time series is positioned.

Trend name

Catei::iorv
< - 15%

Stronq decline
- 3% - - 15% Decline
- 3% - + 3% Stable
+ 3% - + 15% GroVvth
Stronq qroVvth
> + 15%
Figure 2: trend categories

Categorizing the portfolio along seasonality and trend gives the overview in figure 3:
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Figure 3: categorization of portfolio along seasonality and trend
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Sales channel demand pattems
The below graphs provide an overview of demand patterns per sales channel for the China
sourced Halogen and CFL-I lamps.
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Sales pattern Halogen and CFL-1 OEM channel
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The demand pattems per sales channel are very different. The retail channel is confronted
with strong seasonality, while the professional market is showing rather stable overall
sales levels with some spikes. The OEM channel shows an erratic sales pattem.
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Appendix 8: Detailed result of statistics vs judgment vs combination
Weighing according to variance category
1Top-down aggregated forecast
1

Top down Channel level Forecast
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Weighing 50-50
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W eighing counter to variance category
-- - ~- - - - - - - Top down Channel level Forecast

T op-down aggregated forecast
lweighing counter to variance category
;30-70 low, 50-50 medium, 70-30 hiqh

Weighmg counter to variance category
30-70 low, 50-50 m edium, 70-30 hlqh

au rmd1 ..,
Variance Cateqorv
Low
1

.., Data
# of Mat eria ls
2006real __ _

3
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397 ,549 15 ,377 ,462
,s12 --13 ,997AB4
_ _ _ _ 429,1 §?: _ 1~08 ,0~
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2006 Judgmenta l
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8
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BU (md) ..,
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3
48
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74%
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40 %
47%
443/~·
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7 ,394
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7 J!l.
- 5.229
MAE Statistica !
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Appendix 9: Forecasting strategies in SAP APO

L

J Forecast strategy

Method
-

Constant

Forecast with constant model

The system does this ...

10
1

1
1

Uses 1st order exgonential smoothing.
This strategy is identical to strategy 11 .
See also Constant Model w. 1st Order
Exgonential Smoothing_

·-

Constant

1

1SI order exponential smoothing

Constant

Uses 1st order exgonential smoothing.
This strategy is identical to strategy 10.
See also Constant Model w. 1st Order
Exgonential Smoothing_

12

Uses 1SI order exponential smoothing
and adapts the alpha factor. See also
Constant Model w. 1st Order
Exgonential Smoothing and Automatic
Adagtation of the Algha Factor.

13

The system calculates the average of the
values in the historica! time horizon as
defined in the master forecast profile.
This average for n periods of history is
the forecast result for every period in the
forecast horizon; that is, the forecast is
the same in every period. See also
Moving Average Model.

14

The system weights every time series
value with a weighting factor. For
example, you can define the factors such
that recent data is weighted more heavily
than older data. Y ou define the
weighting factor in a weighting group.
See also Weighted Moving Average
Model.

1

-

-

-

11

Constant model with automatic
alpha adaptation (1 si order)
1

1
1

-

-

Constant

1

Moving average

1
'

--

Constant

Weighted moving average

1
1

-

Trend

·~

Forecast with trend model

- --

Trend

L

1

Trend

TU/ e

1si order exponential smoothing

2 nd order exponential smoothing

J Trend model with automatic alpha

ir
·r
[

'F
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-

Uses 1st order exgonential smoothing.
This strategy is identical to strategy 21.
See also Trend/Seasonal Models w. 1st
Order Exg. Smoothing.
Uses 1st order exgonential smoothing.
This strategy is identical to strategy 21.
See also Trend/Seasonal Models w. 1st
Order Exg. Smoothing.
Uses ?nd order exgonential smoothing.
See also Models with Second Order
Exgonential Smoothing.

Uses 2nd order exgonential smoothing

PHILIPS
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[

adaptation (2 nd order)

and adapts the alpha factor. See also
Models with Second Order Exgonential
Smoothing and Automatic Adagtation of
the Algha Factor.

Seasonal

Forecast with seasonal model

30

Uses 1st order exQonential smoothing.
This strategy is identical to strategy 31 .
See also Trend/Seasonal Models w. 1st
Order Exg. Smoothing.

Seasonal

Seasonal model based on Winters'
method

31

Uses 1st order exQonential smoothing.
This strategy is identical to strategy 30.
s ~e also Trend/Seasonal Models w. 1st
Order Exg. Smoothing.

1

-

-

Seasonal

Seasonal linear regression

35

Calculates seasonal indices, removes the
seasonal influence from the data,
performs linear regression, and reapplies
the seasonal influence to the calculated
linear regression line. See also Seasonal
Lineru· Regression .
-

1

Seasonal trend

Seasonal trend

Automatic
model selection

r
r

Forecast with seasonal trend model

st

1

1 order exponential smoothing

Forecast with automatic model
selection

50

Uses 1st order exgonential smoothing.
This strategy is identical to strategy 41 .
See also Trend/Seasonal Models w. 1st
Order Exg. Smoothing.
Uses 1st order exgonential smooothing.
This strategy is identical to strategy 40.
See also Trend/Seasonal Models w. 1st
Order Exg. Smoothing
-

Choose this strategy if you have no
knowledge of the pattems in your
historica! data.

i

Test for constant, trend, seasonal
and seasonal trend (model
selection procedure 1)

1

i

;

i
;

i

!

The system tests the historica! data for
constant, trend, seasonal, and seasonal
trend patterns. The system applies the
model that corresponds most closely to
the pattem detected. If no regular pattem
is detected, the system runs the forecast
as if the data revealed a constant pattem.

In this process, the alpha, beta and
gamma factors are determined as
follows :

i

•
'

•
-

TU/ e
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The smoothing factors are
taken from the univariate
profile.
The settings in the demand
planning desktop if these are
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1
1

1

•

- Automatic
model selection

See also Automatic Model Selection
Procedure 1.
-- .

~

1

different than the ones in the
univatiate profile.
If you have made no settings
either in the univatiate profile
or on the demand planning
desktop, the default factors of
0.3 are used.

Test for trend (model selection
procedure l)

51

1
•

i

Choose this strategy if you think that
there is a trend pattern in your historica!
data, and if you know that there is no
other pattern.
The system subjects the histotical values
to a regression analysis and checks to
see whether there is a significant trend
pattem . If not, the system runs the
forecast as if the data revealed a constant
pattem.
The alpha and beta factors are
determined as follows:

!

:

•

:
!

•
•

The smoothing factors are
taken from the univatiate
profile.
The settings in the demand
planning desktop if these are
different than the ones in the
univatiate profile.
If you have made no settings
either in the univariate profile
or on the demand planning
desktop, the default factors of
0.3 are used.

i

1

1

See also Automatic Model Selection
Procedure 1.

Automatic
model selection

Test for season (model selection
procedure l)
1
1

52

1

-

TU / e

.
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Choose this strategy if you think that
there is a seasonal pattern in your
histotical data, and if you know that
there is no other pattem.
, The system clears the historica! values
of any possible trends and carties out an
autocorrelation test. If no seasonal
pattem is detected , the system runs the
forecast as if the data revealed a constant
pattem.
The alpha and gamma factors are
deterrnined as follows:
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•
'

•
•

i

-

'-

'

'

See also Automatic Model Selection
Procedure 1.

1

-

The smoothing factors are
taken from the univariate
profile.
The settings in the demand
planning desktop if these are
different than the ones in the
univariate profile.
lf you have made no settings
either in the univariate profile
or on the demand planning
desktop, the default factors of
0.3 are used.

-

~

-

-

-

~

'

-

1

Automatic
model selection

Test for trend and season (model
selection procedure 1)

Choose this strategy if you think that
there is a seasonal and/or a trend pattem '
in your historica! data.
The system subjects the historica! values ,
to a regression analysis and checks to
see whether there is a significant trend
pattem . It also clears the historica!
values of any possible trends and carries
out an autocorrelation test to see whether
1
there is a significant seasonal pattem. lf
a seasonal and/or trend pattern is
detected, a trend model, seasonal model
or seasonal trend model is used. lf no
regular pattem is detected, the system
runs the forecast as if the data revealed a
constant pattern.
The alpha, beta and gamma factors are
determined as follows:

53
1

'

'

1

'

•
•

•

•

•
•

'

•

'
'

'

The smoothing factors are
taken from the univariate
profile.
The settings in the demand
planning desktop if these are
different than the ones in the
univariate profile.
lf you have made no settings
either in the univariate profile
or on the demand planning
desktop, the default factors of
0 .3 are used.

See also Automatic Model Selection
Procedure 1.
Manual model

TU / e

1 Seasonal ~odel and test for trend

[s~
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1

-

Choose this strategy if you think that
-

-
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selection with
test for an
additional
pattem

1

(model selection procedure 1)

there is a trend pattern in your historical
data, and if you know that there is a
seasonal pattern.
The system subjects the historical values
to a regression analysis and checks to
see whether there is a significant trend
pattem. If there is, a seasonal trend
model is used. Otherwise, a seasonal
model is used.
The alpha, beta and gamma factors are
determined as follows:

1

i
'

i

•
'

i

•

'

;

'
'

•

i

1

i

The smoothing factors are
taken from the univariate
profile.
The settings in the demand
planning desktop if these are
different than the ones in the
univariate profile.
If you have made no settings
either in the univariate profile
or on the demand planning
desktop, the default factors of
0.3 are used.

:

1

See also Automatic Model Selection
Procedure 1.

1

Manual model
selection with
test for an
additional
pattem

Trend model and test for seasonal
pattern (model selection procedure
1)

55

l
l

1

1

Choose this strategy if you think that
there is a seasonal pattern in your
historical data, and if you know that
there is a trend pattern.
The system clears the historical values
of any possible trends and carries out an
autocorrelation test. If the test is
positive, a seasonal trend model is used.
Otherwise, a trend model is used.
The alpha, beta and gamma factors are
determined as follows:

•
•
'
'

'

:

1

•

'

i
1

i

i

i
1

TU/ e
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•

•

The smoothing factors are
taken from the univariate
profile.
The settings in the demand
planning desktop if these are
different than the ones in the
univariate profile.
If you have made no settings
either in the univariate profile
or on the demand planning
desktop, the default factors of
0.3 are used .
-
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l

Automatic
model selection

Model selection procedure 2

Copy history

Historica! data used as forecast
data

Manual forecast

Manual forecast

__ _ _
Simple linear regression

Linear
regression
:

'
---

TU/ e

~

56

Choose this strategy if you wish highly
detailed tests of the historica! data to be
carried out.
The system tests for constant, trend,
seasonal, and seasonal trend pattems,
using all possible combinations for the
alpha, beta, and gamma smoothing
factors where the factors are varied
between 0.1 and 0.5 in intervals of0.1.
The system then chooses the model with
the lowest mean absolute deviation
(MAD). Procedure 2 is more precise
than procedure 1, but takes longer.

60

Choose this strategy if demand does not
change at all and you want to opt for the
least performance- or work-intensive
strategy.
No forecast is calculated. Instead, the
historica! data from the previous year is
copied.

r
1
r
o

...C_ro_s-to_n_ _ _ _ _C_r_os_t_on_'_s_m_e-th_o_d_ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ __

See also Automatic Model Selection
Procedure 1.

lO
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'

Choose this strategy if you wish to se..t
the basic value , trend value and/or
seasonal indices yourself. See also
Manual Forecast.

...C_h_o_os_e_th
- is_s_tr_a-te_g_y_i_f_d_e_m_an
_ d_is- - - - i
sporadic. See the APO Glossary and
Cros ton Method.
The system calculates a line of best fit
for the equation y = a + bx, where a and
b are constants. The ordinary least
squares method is used .

